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<td>Constructor &amp; Destructor Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.2.1</td>
<td>TfManagerPolicy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3</td>
<td>Member Function Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.1</td>
<td>getInstance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.2</td>
<td>init</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.3</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.4</td>
<td>registerFrames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.5</td>
<td>setInitialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.6</td>
<td>updateFrameFromVelocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.7</td>
<td>updateFrames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.8</td>
<td>updateFrames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.9</td>
<td>updateFrames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.3.10</td>
<td>updateFramesFromVelocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.4</td>
<td>Member Data Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.4.1</td>
<td>cmd_vel_topic_name_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.87.4.2</td>
<td>initialized_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88</td>
<td>quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy Class Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88.2</td>
<td>Constructor &amp; Destructor Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88.2.1</td>
<td>TfTranceiverPolicy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88.3</td>
<td>Member Function Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88.3.1</td>
<td>getInstance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.88.3.2</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89</td>
<td>TfTranceiverPolicyNode Class Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89.2</td>
<td>Constructor &amp; Destructor Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89.2.1</td>
<td>TfTranceiverPolicyNode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89.3</td>
<td>Member Function Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89.3.1</td>
<td>spinFirst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.89.3.2</td>
<td>spinOnce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>quickdev_examples::TfTranceiverPolicyNodelet Class Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91</td>
<td>quickdev::TimedPolicy&lt;<strong>Id</strong>&gt; Class Template Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91.2</td>
<td>Constructor &amp; Destructor Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91.2.1</td>
<td>TimedPolicy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91.3</td>
<td>Member Function Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91.3.1</td>
<td>getInstance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.91.3.2</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>TYPE_DNE Struct Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.93</td>
<td>TYPE_NOT_FOUND Struct Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.94</td>
<td>unit::Unit&lt;__Data&gt; Class Template Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>unit_traits&lt;__Unit&gt; Struct Template Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.96</td>
<td>unit::UnitBase&lt;__Data, __Storage&gt; Class Template Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.97</td>
<td>unit::UnitBaseType Class Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>unit::UnitConverter&lt;__FromData, __ToData, __ToStorage&gt; Struct Template Reference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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quickdev

Welcome to the documentation site for quickdev

Author

Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)

1.1 About Quickdev

• What is quickdev?
• What are Policies?
• Scripts
• Macros

1.2 Examples

• Policies
  – ImageProcPolicy
  – JoystickPolicy
  – PublisherPolicy
  – ReconfigurePolicy
  – RobotControllerPolicy
  – RobotDriverPolicy
  – ServiceClientPolicy
  – ServiceServerPolicy
  – TFTranceiverPolicy

• Components
  – MultiPublisher
  – MultiSubscriber
  – Node
  – TypeUtils
1.3 Tutorials

- Creating a Package
- Creating a Node
- Creating a Policy
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Creating a Package

This tutorial covers creating a package and understanding its contents.

2.1 Contents

- Using the create_pkg tool
- Closer look - package
- Closer look - launch files
- Closer look - nodes
- Closer look - nodelets
- Closer look - src
- Closer look - include

2.1.1 Using the create_pkg tool

The actual package creation takes only a few seconds. Here, we'll create a package called "quickdev-demo" using a tool called create_pkg with the following settings:

- author: the default author (see create_pkg for more info)
- dependencies:
  - geometry_msgs
  - visualization_msgs
- the project set to "quickdev-doc"
- include dir set to "qd_demo"
- nodes:
  - SomeDemo
  - SomeOtherDemo
Creating a Package

- AnotherDemo

  - nodelets:
    - SomeDemo
    - AnotherDemo

  - policies:
    - SomeExample
    - SomeOtherExample

  - sources:
    - SomeClass

To specify the above options, simply run the following command in a terminal:

```bash
rosrun quickdev_scripts create_pkg quickdev_demo -d geometry_msgs -d visualization_msgs -P quickdev-doc -i qd_demo -nl SomeDemo -n SomeOtherDemo -nl AnotherDemo -p SomeExample -p SomeOtherExample -s SomeClass
```

Output:

Creating package "quickdev_demo" with authors { Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)}, dependencies { ... { SomeExample SomeOtherExample }, nodes { SomeDemo SomeOtherDemo AnotherDemo }, and nodelets { SomeDemo AnotherDemo }.

Using /usr/bin/quickdevadd_license

Adding license with authors { Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)} and project "quickdev-doc" to files { ... include/qd_demo/another_demo_node.h nodes/another_demo.cpp nodelets/some_demo.cpp nodelets/another_demo.cpp }

done
done

This creates "quickdev_demo" in the current directory containing the following:

```
quickdev_demo/:
  CMakeLists.txt  launch  Makefile  nodelets  src
  include  mainpage.dox  manifest.xml  nodes

quickdev_demo/include:
  qd_demo

quickdev_demo/include/qd_demo:
  another_demo_node.h  some_demo_node.h  some_other_demo_node.h
  some_class.h  some_example_policy.h  some_other_example_policy.h

quickdev_demo/launch:
  another_demo.launch  some_demo.launch  some_other_demo.launch

quickdev_demo/nodelets:
  another_demo.cpp  CMakeLists.txt  nodelet_plugins.xml  some_demo.cpp

quickdev_demo/nodes:
  another_demo.cpp  CMakeLists.txt  some_demo.cpp  some_other_demo.cpp

quickdev_demo/src:
  CMakeLists.txt  some_example_policy.cpp
  some_class.cpp  some_other_example_policy.cpp
```
2.1 Contents

2.1.2 Closer look - package

Let's take a closer look at what was generated.

First, notice that several folders have been created based on the options we chose:

```bash
include launch nodelets nodes src
```

In this case, since we specified at least one node, we have both a "nodes" and "launch" folder. Since we specified that at least one node should be wrapped as a nodelet, we have a "nodelets" folder. We have an "src" folder since we specified at least one general source. And since we specified at least one node or general source, we have an "include" folder.

Notice also that the usual four package files have been created:

- CMakeLists.txt
- mainpage.dox
- Makefile
- manifest.xml

Let's have a look at some of the auto-generated content in the main folder.

CMakeLists.txt contains our build instructions; notice that further build instructions are defined in the src, nodes, and nodelets folders:

```bash
cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.4.6)
include(${ENV{ROS_ROOT}}/core/rosbuild/rosbuild.cmake)

# Set the build type. Options are:
# Coverage  : w/ debug symbols, w/o optimization, w/ code-coverage
# Debug     : w/ debug symbols, w/o optimization
# Release   : w/o debug symbols, w/ optimization
# RelWithDebInfo : w/ debug symbols, w/ optimization
# MinSizeReli : w/o debug symbols, w/ optimization, stripped binaries
#set(ROS_BUILD_TYPE RelWithDebInfo)
rosbuild_init()
rosbuild_include( quickdev_cpp add_library_auto )

#set the default path for built executables to the "bin" directory
set(EXECUTABLE_OUTPUT_PATH ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/bin)
#set the default path for built libraries to the "lib" directory
set(LIBRARY_OUTPUT_PATH ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/lib)
# uncomment if you have defined messages
#rosbuild_genmsg()
# uncomment if you have defined services
#rosbuild_gensrv()
# uncomment if you have defined dynamic reconfigure files
# Note: requires "rosbuild_import( quickdev_cpp dynamic_reconfigure )"
#quickdev_gencfg()

add_subdirectory( src )
add_subdirectory( nodes )
add_subdirectory( nodelets )
```

mainpage.dox is a skeleton homepage for doxygen.

Makefile references quickdev_cpp/cmake.mk, which defines common build commands:

```bash
include $(shell rospack find quickdev_cpp)/cmake.mk
```

manifest.xml contains our ROS-related flags, namely our dependencies, cpp flags, and, in this case, nodelet exports:
2.1.3 Closer look - launch files

Notice that, since we specified one or more nodes, launch files were automatically created for those nodes:

some_demo.launch  some_other_demo.launch  another_demo.launch

Furthermore, since some of those nodes were wrapped as nodelets, the corresponding launch files also have a "nodelet" option to control whether they are started as nodes or nodelets.

some_demo.launch (has nodelet options)

```xml
<launch>
  <arg name="pkg" value="quickdev_demo" />
  <arg name="type" value="some_demo" />
  <arg name="name" default="$(arg type)" />
  <arg name="rate" default="30" />
  <arg name="args" value="_loop_rate:=$(arg rate)" />
  <arg name="manager" default="manager" />
  <arg name="nodelet" default="false" />
  <node
    if="$(arg nodelet)"
    pkg="nodelet"
    type="nodelet"
    name="$(arg name)"
    args="load $(arg pkg)/$(arg type) $(arg manager) $(arg args)"
    output="screen" />
  <node
    unless="$(arg nodelet)"
    pkg="$(arg pkg)"
    type="$(arg type)"
    name="$(arg name)"
    args="$(arg args)"
    output="screen" />
</launch>
```

some_other_demo.launch (does not have nodelet options)

```xml
<launch>
  <arg name="pkg" value="quickdev_demo" />
  <arg name="type" value="some_other_demo" />
  <arg name="name" default="$(arg type)" />
  <arg name="rate" default="30" />
  <arg name="args" value="_loop_rate:=$(arg rate)" />
  <node
```
another_demo.launch ( has nodelet options )

```
<launch>
  <arg name="pkg" value="quickdev_demo" />
  <arg name="type" value="another_demo" />
  <arg name="name" default="$(arg type)" />
  <arg name="rate" default="30" />
  <arg name="args" value="_loop_rate:=$(arg rate)" />
  <arg name="manager" default="manager" />
  <arg name="nodelet" default="false" />
  <node
    if="$(arg nodelet)"
    pkg="nodelet"
    type="nodelet"
    name="$(arg name)"
    args="load $(arg pkg)/$(arg type) $(arg manager) $(arg args)"
    output="screen" />
  <node
    unless="$(arg nodelet)"
    pkg="$(arg pkg)"
    type="$(arg type)"
    name="$(arg name)"
    args="$(arg args)"
    output="screen" />
</launch>
```

For convenience, a "nodelet manager" launch file has been created in quickdev_cpp to simplify starting a nodelet manager (required to run nodelets):

```
roslaunch quickdev_cpp nodelet_manager.launch
```
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ImageProcPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::ImageProcPolicy

시스 example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::ImageProcPolicy

/***************************************************************************/
* include/quickdev_examples/image_proc_policy.h
* --------------
* Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* Neither the name ofusc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
***************************************************************************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_IMAGEPROC_POLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_IMAGEPROC_POLICY_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/image_proc_policy.h>

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( ImageProcPolicy, quickdev::ImageProcPolicy )
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( ImageProcPolicy )
{
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR(ImageProcPolicy)
{
}

IMAGE_PROC_PROCESS_IMAGE(image_ptr)
{
    IplImage * image = &IplImage(image_ptr->image);
    //
    publishImages("output_image", image_ptr);
}

QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
{
    //
}

#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_IMAGEPROC_POLICY_H_
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JoystickPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::JoystickPolicy

/***********************
 * include/quickdev_examples/joystick_policy.h
 * --------------------
 * Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
 * All rights reserved.
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
 * met:
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
 * in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
 * contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
 * this software without specific prior written permission.
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
 * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
 * A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
 * OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
 * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
 * OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 **********************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_JOYSTICKPOLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_JOYSTICKPOLICY_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/joystick_policy.h>

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( JoystickPolicy, quickdev::JoystickPolicy )

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( JoystickPolicy )
}
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( JoystickPolicy )
};
#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_JOYSTICKPOLICY_H_
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MultiPublisher

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a ros::MultiPublisher

/***************************************************************************/
// nodes/multi_publisher.cpp
// ---------------------
// Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
// All rights reserved.
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
// met:
// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
// distribution.
// * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
// this software without specific prior written permission.
// * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
/***************************************************************************/
#include <quickdev/macros.h>
#include <quickdev/multi_publisher.h>
#include <ros/rate.h>
#include <std_msgs/String.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Point.h>
class MultiPublisherNode
{
 public:
   ros::MultiPublisher<> multi_pub_;
ros::Rate loop_rate_;  

MultiPublisherNode( ros::NodeHandle & nh )  
:  
    multi_pub_(),  
    loop_rate_( 10 )  
{  
    multi_pub_.addPublishers<  
        std_msgs::String,  
        geometry_msgs::Point>(  
        nh,  
        { "string", "point" } );  

    multi_pub_.addPublishers<  
        std_msgs::String,  
        geometry_msgs::Point>(  
        nh,  
        { "string2", "point2" } );  
}  

QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()  
{  
    std_msgs::String string_msg;  
    string_msg.data = "hello";  

    geometry_msgs::Point point_msg;  
    point_msg.x = 1;  
    point_msg.y = 2;  
    point_msg.z = 3;  

    // it is possible to publish 1 or more key-value pairs with a  
    // single call to publish( ... )  
    multi_pub_.publish(  
        "string", string_msg,  
        "point", point_msg );  

    string_msg.data = "goodbye";  

    multi_pub_.publish( "string2", string_msg );  

    point_msg.z = 5;  

    multi_pub_.publish( "point2", point_msg );  

    string_msg.data = "whatever";  
    point_msg = geometry_msgs::Point();  

    multi_pub_.publish(  
        "string", string_msg,  
        "point", point_msg,  
        "string2", string_msg,  
        "point2", point_msg );  
}  

void spin()  
{  
    while( ros::ok() )  
    {  
        spinOnce();  
        ros::spinOnce();  
        loop_rate_.sleep();  
    }  
}  

QUICKDEV_INST_NODE( MultiPublisherNode, "multi_publisher" )
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MultiSubscriber

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a ros::MultiSubscriber

**************************************************************************
* nodes/multi_subscriber.cpp
* -------------------
* Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
**************************************************************************

#include <quickdev/macros.h>
#include <quickdev/multi_subscriber.h>
#include <ros/rate.h>
#include <std_msgs/String.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Point.h>

class MultiSubscriberNode
{
public:
    ros::MultiSubscriber<> multi_sub_;
```cpp
ros::Rate loop_rate_;  
MultiSubscriberNode( ros::NodeHandle & nh )  
:  
  multi_sub_(),  
  loop_rate_( 10 )  
{  
  multi_sub_.addSubscriber(  
    nh,  
    "string",  
    &MultiSubscriberNode::stringCB, this );  
  multi_sub_.addSubscriber(  
    nh,  
    "point",  
    &MultiSubscriberNode::pointCB, this );  
}  
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_MESSAGE_CALLBACK( stringCB, std_msgs::String )  
{  
  printf( "Got string: %s\n", msg->data.c_str() );  
}  
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_MESSAGE_CALLBACK( pointCB, geometry_msgs::Point )  
{  
  printf( "Got point: [%f %f %f]\n", msg->x, msg->y, msg->z );  
}  
QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()  
{  
  //  
}  
void spin()  
{  
  while( ros::ok() )  
  {  
    spinOnce();  
    ros::spinOnce();  
    loop_rate_.sleep();  
  }  
}  
QUICKDEV_INST_NODE( MultiSubscriberNode, "multi_subscriber" )
```
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Node

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::Node

/**************************************************************************
 * include/quickdev_examples/node.h
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)
 * All rights reserved.
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
 * met:
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
 * in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
 * contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
 * this software without specific prior written permission.
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
 * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
 * A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
 * OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
 * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
 * OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_NODE_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_NODE_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( Node )
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( Node )

*/
#include <quickdev/quickdevtests_node.h_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_NODE_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( Node )
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( Node )
{
    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( Node )
}
QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
{
    initAll();
}

QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
{
    ROS_INFO("Spinning!");
}

#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_NODE_H_
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PublisherPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::PublisherPolicy

/***************************************************************************
 * include/quickdev_examples/publisher_policy.h
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
 * met:
 * * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
 * in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
 * contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
 * this software without specific prior written permission.
 * *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
 * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
 * A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
 * OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
 * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
 * OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 * *
***************************************************************************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_PUBLISHERPOLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_PUBLISHERPOLICY_H_
#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/publisher_policy.h>
#include <std_msgs/String.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Point.h>
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( PublisherPolicy, quickdev::PublisherPolicy<> )

#endif
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( PublisherPolicy )
{
    public:
    PublisherPolicyNode( ros::NodeHandle & nh ) : _PublisherPolicyNodeAdapterType
    ( nh )
    {
        getMultiPub().addPublishers<
            std_msgs::String,
            geometry_msgs::Point>(
                nh,
                { "string", "point" } );
        getMultiPub().addPublishers<
            std_msgs::String,
            geometry_msgs::Point>(
                nh,
                { "string2", "point2" } );
    }
}

QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
{
    std_msgs::String string_msg;
    string_msg.data = "hello";
    geometry_msgs::Point point_msg;
    point_msg.x = 1;
    point_msg.y = 2;
    point_msg.z = 3;
    // it is possible to publish 1 or more key-value pairs with a
    // single call to publish( ... )
    getMultiPub().publish(
        "string", string_msg,
        "point", point_msg );
    string_msg.data = "goodbye";
    getMultiPub().publish( "string2", string_msg );
    point_msg.z = 5;
    getMultiPub().publish( "point2", point_msg );
    string_msg.data = "whatever";
    point_msg = geometry_msgs::Point();
    getMultiPub().publish(
        "string", string_msg,
        "point", point_msg,
        "string2", string_msg,
        "point2", point_msg );
}

#ifdef // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_PUBLISHERPOLICY_H_
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Macros

11.1 Contents

- Policy Macros
  - QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( PolicyNameBase, __Policies... )
  - QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CLASS( PolicyNameBase )
  - QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CONSTRUCTOR( PolicyNameBase )
  - QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( PolicyNameBase )
- Node Macros
- Node Instantiation Macros
- Nodelet Macros
- Nodelet Instantiation Macros
- Initable Policy Macros
- Callback Macros
- Runable Policy Macros
- NodeHandle Policy Macros
- Threading Macros
- ROS Message Macros
- ROS Service Macros

See also macros.h

11.2 QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( PolicyNameBase, __Policies... )

Definition:
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_NS( PolicyNameBase ) \
{ \n  typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< __Policies > QUICKDEV_GET_POLICY_ADAPTER( 
      PolicyNameBase ); \n} 

Expansion:

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( Example, ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 )

// ---------- Direct expansion:
namespace ExamplePolicy_types
{
  typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 > ExamplePolicyAdapter;
}

11.3 QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CLASS( PolicyNameBase )

Definition:

class PolicyNameBase##Policy : public QUICKDEV_GET_POLICY_ADAPTER_WITH_NS( PolicyNameBase )

Expansion:

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CLASS( Example )

// ---------- Direct expansion:
class ExamplePolicy : public ExamplePolicy_types::ExamplePolicyAdapter

// ---------- Expansion given: QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( Example, ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 )
class ExamplePolicy : public quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 >

11.4 QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CONSTRUCTOR( PolicyNameBase )

Definition:

public:
  \n  template<class... __Args> \
  PolicyNameBase##Policy( __Args&&... args ) \
  : \
    QUICKDEV_GET_POLICY_ADAPTER_WITH_NS( PolicyNameBase )( args... )

Expansion:

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CONSTRUCTOR( Example )

// ---------- Direct expansion:
public:
  template<class... __Args>
  ExamplePolicy( __Args&&... args )
  : 
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11.5 QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( PolicyNameBase )

ExamplePolicy_types::ExamplePolicyAdapter( args... )

// ---------- Expansion given: QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( Example, ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 )
public:
  template<class... __Args>
  ExamplePolicy( __Args&&... args )
  :
    quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 >( args... )

11.5 QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( PolicyNameBase )

Definition:

QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_NAME( PolicyNameBase ) \nQUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_REFERENCE( PolicyNameBase )

Expansion:

QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( PolicyNameBase )

// ---------- Direct expansion:
QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_NAME( Example )
QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_REFERENCE( Example )

// ---------- Direct expansion:
public: const static inline std::string name() { return "Example"; }
public: inline PolicyNameBase##Policy & getInstance() { return *this; }
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What is quickdev?

12.1 Contents

• Overview
• Details

12.2 Overview

quickdev is a toolbox designed to speed up the development time of code targeted for ROS by providing generic implementations and utilities.

12.3 Details

Specifically, quickdev defines a paradigm by which code can be discretized into units called policies. quickdev provides a standard set of these policies that encapsulate generic implementations of commonly-used features in ROS. It also takes advantage of the features of C++11 and Boost to provide convenience wrappers around existing ROS features.

quickdev nodes can be created through the use of a quickdev::RunnablePolicy. These nodes can be instantiated with the QUICKDEV_INST_NODE() macro and can be generically wrapped with the quickdev::Nodelet class, enabling zero-effort creation of adaptable high-performance communication architectures using the existing ROS Nodelet framework.

To prevent as much manual copying-and-pasting as possible, quickdev provides an extensive list of macros. To speed up and even automate common tasks, such as package creation and source-file licensing, quickdev provides a set of scripts.
What is quickdev?
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What are Policies?

13.1 Contents

- Overview
- Details
- Policy Macros

13.2 Overview

quickdev defines a paradigm by which code can be discretized into units called policies. These policies can be easily combined together to form new, more complex (and usually more specialized) policies.

13.3 Details

Any set of policies can be instantiated, but when a `quickdev::RunnablePolicy` is included in that set, the policy is said to be a Node. Nodes can be instantiated with the `QUICKDEV_INST_NODE()` macro and can be generically wrapped with the `quickdev::Nodelet` class, enabling zero-effort creation of adaptable high-performance communication architectures using the existing ROS Nodelet framework. The `create_pkg` script takes advantages of this wrapper to optionally create and register a nodelet for each specified node.

Policies are combined using a `quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter`; using variadic templates, any number of policies can be specified. Each `GenericPolicyAdapter` is a child of all specified policies; specifically, it publicly inherits all functionality from all given policies. The `GenericPolicyAdapter` also handles construction of all given policies and provides an `initAll()` function that can be used to pass a set of key-value pairs to the `init()` function of all initalizable parent policies.

For example, a `TfManagerPolicy` is defined to be a combination of a `NodeHandlePolicy`, `TfTranceiverPolicy`, `TimedPolicy<0>`, and `TimedPolicy<1>` via:

```cpp
class TfManagerPolicy : public GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy, TfTranceiverPolicy, TimedPolicy<0>, and TimedPolicy<1> > {}
```
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13.4 Policy Macros

In practice, this can be a bit verbose. For example, the constructor for the above would look like:

```cpp
template<class... __Args>
TfManagerPolicy( __Args&&... args )
{
    GenericPolicyAdapter<NodeHandlePolicy, TfTranceiverPolicy, TimedPolicy<0>, and TimedPolicy<1> >( args... )
    
    //
}
```

To prevent repeatedly specifying both static and dynamic elements, several policy-specific macros have been created:

- `QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( PolicyNameBase, __Policies... )`
- `QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CLASS( PolicyNameBase )`
- `QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CONSTRUCTOR( PolicyNameBase )`
- `QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( PolicyNameBase )`

A standard policy declaration without macros would look like:

```cpp
class ExamplePolicy : public GenericPolicyAdapter<ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3>
{
public:
    const static inline std::string name() { return "Example"; }
    inline ExamplePolicy & getInstance() { return *this; }

template<class... __Args>
ExamplePolicy( __Args&&... args )
{
    GenericPolicyAdapter<ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3>( args... ),
    some_member_( 8933 )
    
    //
}

private:
    int some_member_; 
};
```

However, after applying the above macros, we get:

```cpp
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY( Example, ParentPolicy1, ParentPolicy2, ParentPolicy3 )

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CLASS( Example )
{
    QUICKDEV_MAKE_POLICY_FUNCS( Example )

    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_POLICY_CONSTRUCTOR( Example ),
    some_member_( 8933 )
    
    //
}

private:
    int some_member_; 
};
```
This saves space, removes redundant declarations, and allows for standard functionality to be defined in a central location (macros.h)
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Scripts

14.1 Contents

- add_license
- create_pkg
  - Usage
  - Example

14.2 add_license

Adds a BSD license to the top of a set of files along with the relative path to the file from the location the script was run.

14.3 create_pkg

Creates ready-to-compile packages and libraries. Supports creating source files, nodes, nodelets (with pluginlib exports), and launch files along with automatic licensing of all .h/.cpp files.

14.3.1 Usage

```bash
create_pkg package
  [-u user1 -u user2 ...] : Specify the authors to be used for licensing by \ref QuickdevScripts-add_license.
  : If none are listed, the environment variable "$ROS_USER" will be used.
  : If "$ROS_USER" is not set, the name of the current user will be used.
  [-d dependency1 -d dependency2 ...] : Specify dependent packages (automatically added to manifest.xml).
  [-P project] : Specify the project name to be used for licensing by \ref QuickdevScripts-add_license.
  [-i include_dir] : Specify the include path for the package ( <package>/include/<include_dir>/*.h ).
  [-n Node1Class -n Node2Class ...] : Specify any nodes that the package should contain.
  : Ready-to-compile skeleton code will be created for each.
  : Launch files will be created for each.
  : Note that you must specify the CamelCase ClassName for each node as Example: "-n Example1" is expanded to "Example1Node" and saved as "example1_node.h/cpp"
  [-l Nodelet1Class -l Nodelet2Class ...] : Specify which nodes should be wrapped in a quickdev::Nodelet
  : Note that "-n Node1Class -l Node1Class" is identical to "-nl".
  [-p Policy1Class -p Policy2Class ...] : Specify any policies that the package should contain.
```
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: Ready-to-compile skeleton code will be created for each.

[-s Source1Class -s Source2Class ...] : Specify any general source files that should be created.
: Ready-to-compile skeleton code will be created for each.
: The files will be compiled into lib<package>.so.

14.3.2 Example

See also

Creating a Package
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ReconfigurePolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy

/***************************************************************************/
#include/quickdev_examples/reconfigure_policy.h

 -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

* Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_RECONFIGUREPOLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_RECONFIGUREPOLICY_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/reconfigure_policy.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/TestConfig.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/Test2Config.h>

typedef quickdev_examples::TestConfig _Config1;
typedef quickdev_examples::Test2Config _Config2;
typedef quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<_Config1> _ReconfigurePolicy1;
typedef quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<_Config2> _ReconfigurePolicy2;

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( ReconfigurePolicy, _ReconfigurePolicy1, _ReconfigurePolicy2 )

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( ReconfigurePolicy )
{
    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( ReconfigurePolicy )
    {
        //
    }

    QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
    {
        /*! call init() on all initable policies */
        _ReconfigurePolicy1::getNodeHandle().setParam("reconfigure_namespace1", "reconfigure1");
        _ReconfigurePolicy1::init("reconfigure_namespace_param", std::string("reconfigure_namespace1"));
        _ReconfigurePolicy1::registerCallback( quickdev::auto_bind( &ReconfigurePolicyNode::reconfigureCB1, this ) );

        _ReconfigurePolicy2::getNodeHandle().setParam("reconfigure_namespace2", "reconfigure2");
        _ReconfigurePolicy2::init("reconfigure_namespace_param", std::string("reconfigure_namespace2"));
        _ReconfigurePolicy2::registerCallback( quickdev::auto_bind( &ReconfigurePolicyNode::reconfigureCB2, this ) );

        /*! so now, when we run this node using the above inits, we can do: */
        /*! ./node_name _reconfigure_namespace1:=reconfigure1 _reconfigure_namespace2:=reconfigure2 */
        /*! and our two dynamic reconfigure servers will work in harmony; the server for Config */
        /*! will show up on /node_name/reconfigure1 and the server for Config2 will */
        /*! show up on */
    }

    QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
}
std::cout << "." << std::flush;

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_RECONFIGURE_CALLBACK( reconfigureCB1, _Config1 )
{
    printf( "Got reconfigureCB1\n" );
}

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_RECONFIGURE_CALLBACK( reconfigureCB2, _Config2 )
{
    printf( "Got reconfigureCB2\n" );
}
};

#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_RECONFIGUREPOLICY_H_
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## RobotControllerPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a `quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy`

```cpp
#include<quickdev_examples/robot_controller_policy.h>

namespace quickdev {
    namespace quickdev_tests {
        class RobotControllerPolicy {
        public:
            typedef std_msgs::Empty _Empty;
            typedef quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy<_Empty> _RobotControllerPolicy;

            QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( RobotControllerPolicy, _RobotControllerPolicy )
        };
    }
}
```

---

**Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)**

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( RobotControllerPolicy )
{
    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( RobotControllerPolicy ){}
}

public:
    QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
    {
        initAll();
    }

    QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
    {
        _RobotControllerPolicy::update( std_msgs::Empty() );
    }
};

#elif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_ROBOTCONTROLLERPOLICY_H__
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RobotDriverPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy

().'/*/include/quickdev_examples/robot_driver_policy.h
* *-------------------
* * Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
* * All rights reserved.
* *
*/
* Redistributions and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* *
*/
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* *
*/
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* *
**************************************************************************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_ROBOTDRIVERPOLICY_H_  
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_ROBOTDRIVERPOLICY_H_  
#include <quickdev/node.h>  
#include <quickdev/robot_driver_policy.h>  
#include <std_msgs/Empty.h>  

typedef quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<std_msgs::Empty> _RobotDriverPolicy;  
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( RobotDriverPolicy, _RobotDriverPolicy )
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( RobotDriverPolicy )
{
   QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( RobotDriverPolicy )[]

public:
   QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
   {
      initAll();
   }

   QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
   {
      //
   }
};
#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_ROBOTDRIVERPOLICY_H_
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ServiceClientPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy

/*********************************************************************************/
* include/quickdev_examples/service_client_policy.h
* -------------------
* Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* *********************************************************************************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICECLIENTPOLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICECLIENTPOLICY_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/service_client_policy.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/TestService1.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/TestService2.h>

typedef quickdev_examples::TestService1 _Service1;
typedef quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<_Service1> _ServiceClientPolicy1;
typedef quickdev_examples::TestService2 _Service2;
typedef quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<_Service2> _ServiceClientPolicy2;

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( ServiceClientPolicy, _ServiceClientPolicy1, _ServiceClientPolicy2 )

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( ServiceClientPolicy )
{
  private:
    bool mode_; // mode_ (false)

  QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( ServiceClientPolicy ),
    mode_(false)
  
  public:
    QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
    {
      //initAll();

      _ServiceClientPolicy1::init( "service_name_param", std::string( "service1
        _name" ) );
      _ServiceClientPolicy2::init( "service_name_param", std::string( "service2
        _name" ) );
    }

    QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
    {
      PRINT_INFO( "Spinning..." );

      if( mode_ )
      {
        _Service1 service;
        _ServiceClientPolicy1::callService( service );
      }
      else
      {
        _Service2 service;
        _ServiceClientPolicy2::callService( service, ros::Duration( 2.0 ), 2
      );
      }
      mode_ = !mode_;
    }

  }

  #endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICECLIENTPOLICY_H_
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ServiceServerPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy

/**************************************************************************
* include/quickdev_examples/service_server_policy.h
* --------------------
* *
* Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski ( ekaszubski@gmail.com )
* All rights reserved.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* *
* * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* * Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
* *
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* *
**************************************************************************/

#ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICESERVERPOLICY_H_
#define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICESERVERPOLICY_H_

#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/service_server_policy.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/TestService1.h>
#include <quickdev_examples/TestService2.h>

typedef quickdev_examples::TestService1 _Service1;
typedef quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<_Service1> _ServiceServerPolicy1;
typedef quickdev_examples::TestService2 _Service2;
typedef quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<_Service2> _ServiceServerPolicy2;

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( ServiceServerPolicy, _ServiceServerPolicy1, _ServiceServerPolicy2 )

QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( ServiceServerPolicy )
{
    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( ServiceServerPolicy ){}

    public:
    QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
    {
        //initAll();

        _ServiceServerPolicy1::init( "service_name_param", std::string( "service1 _name" ) );
        _ServiceServerPolicy1::registerCallback( quickdev::auto_bind( &ServiceServerPolicyNode::service1CB, this ) );

        _ServiceServerPolicy2::init( "service_name_param", std::string( "service2 _name" ) );
        _ServiceServerPolicy2::registerCallback( quickdev::auto_bind( &ServiceServerPolicyNode::service2CB, this ) );
    }

    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_SERVICE_CALLBACK( service1CB, _Service1 )
    {
        PRINT_INFO( "Got service1CB" );
        return true;
    }

    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_SERVICE_CALLBACK( service2CB, _Service2 )
    {
        PRINT_INFO( "Got service2CB" );
        return true;
    }
};

#endif // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_SERVICESERVERPOLICY_H_

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
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TfTranceiverPolicy

This example shows how to use the basic functions of a quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy

#include/quickdev_examples/tf_tranceiver_policy.h

Copyright (c) 2011, Edward T. Kaszubski (ekaszubski@gmail.com)
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
  in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
  distribution.
* Neither the name of usc-ros-pkg nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
  this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
  OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
  OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ifndef QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTSTES_TFTRANCEIVERPOLICY_H_
define QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTSTES_TFTRANCEIVERPOLICY_H_
#include <quickdev/node.h>
#include <quickdev/tf_tranceiver_policy.h>
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE( TfTranceiverPolicy, quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy )
QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CLASS( TfTranceiverPolicy )
public:
    ros::Time last_time_;  
    ros::Time now_;  

    QUICKDEV_DECLARE_NODE_CONSTRUCTOR( TfTranceiverPolicy ),
    last_time_( ros::Time::now() ), now_( ros::Time::now() )
{
    //
}

QUICKDEV_SPIN_FIRST()
{
    tf::Transform transform( tf::Quaternion( 0, 0, 0, 1 ), tf::Vector3( 0, 0, 0 ) );
    publishTransform( transform, "/world", "/frame1", now_ );
    publishTransform( transform, "/world", "/frame2", now_ );
    lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame1" );
    lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame2" );
    lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame1", now_ - ros::Duration( 5 ) );
    lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame2", now_ - ros::Duration( 5 ) );
}

QUICKDEV_SPIN_ONCE()
{
    now_ = ros::Time::now();

    auto frame1_last_to_frame2_past( lookupTransform( "/frame1", last_time_,
        "/frame2", last_time_ - ros::Duration( 1 ), "/world" ) );
    frame1_last_to_frame2_past.child_frame_id_ = "/frame2_past";
    publishTransform( frame1_last_to_frame2_past, now_ );
    
    // get the last state of /world -> /frame1
    auto world_to_frame1_last( lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame1", last_time_ ) );
    // get the last state of /world -> /frame2
    auto world_to_frame2_last( lookupTransform( "/world", "/frame2", last_time_ ) );

    world_to_frame1_last.getOrigin().setX( world_to_frame1_last.getOrigin().x
        () + 1 * ( now_ - last_time_ ).toSec() );
    world_to_frame2_last.getOrigin().setY( world_to_frame2_last.getOrigin().y
        () + 1 * ( now_ - last_time_ ).toSec() );
    // update /world -> frame1 at the current time
    publishTransform( world_to_frame1_last, now_ );
    // update /world -> frame2 at the current time
    publishTransform( world_to_frame2_last, now_ );
    last_time_ = now_;
}

} // QUICKDEV_QUICKDEVTESTS_TFTRANCEIVERPOLICY_H_
This example shows how to use the basic type-traits tools defined in type_utils.h

```cpp
#include <quickdev/type_utils.h>
#include <string>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream>

#define TEST_ARGS \
  "reconfigure_namespace", double( 0.5 ), \ 
  "reconfigure_namespace", std::string( "hello" ), \ 
  "reconfigure_namespace", float( 0.3 ), \ 
  "reconfigure_namespace2", std::string( "hello2" ), \
```
"reconfigure_namespace3", std::string( "hello3" )

```
template<class __Data>
void print( const __Data & data )
{
    std::cout << data << std::endl;
}

struct TYPE_DNE{};

int main( int argc, char ** argv )
{
    /* getFirstOfType takes an output type and a list of args
     * - if the output type is found in the list of args, return the first arg w
     *   ith matching type
     * - else fail at compile time
     * - Note that args is usually passed as a variadic template */

    // getting a fake type or a type not in the list will fail at compile time
    // print( quickdev::getFirstOfType<TYPE_DNE>( TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the first double in the list
    print( quickdev::getFirstOfType<double>( TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the first float in the list
    print( quickdev::getFirstOfType<float>( TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the first std::string in the list
    print( quickdev::getFirstOfType<std::string>( TEST_ARGS ) );

    printf( "-----\n" );

    /* getMetaParam takes an output type, a key, and a list of key-value pairs
     * - if the output type is not found in the list of key-value pairs, fail at
     *   compile time
     * - else if the key is not found in the list of key-value pairs, give a war
     *   ning at runtime and return output_type()
     * - else return the requested value
     * Notice that we can store multiple values under the same key
     * If a complete duplicate (key and value) is given in the list, the first c
     * opy encountered is returned */

    // getting a fake type a type not in the list will fail at compile time
    //quickdev::getMetaParam<TYPE_DNE>( "reconfigure_namespace" ), TEST_ARGS );

    // get the param with type double and key "reconfigure_namespace"
    print( quickdev::getMetaParam<double>( "reconfigure_namespace", TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the param with type std::string and key "reconfigure_namespace"
    print( quickdev::getMetaParam<std::string>( "reconfigure_namespace", TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the param with type float and key "reconfigure_namespace"
    print( quickdev::getMetaParam<float>( "reconfigure_namespace", TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the param with type std::string and key "reconfigure_namespace2"
    print( quickdev::getMetaParam<std::string>( "reconfigure_namespace2", TEST_ARGS ) );

    // get the param with type std::string and key "reconfigure_namespace2"
    print( quickdev::getMetaParam<std::string>( "reconfigure_namespace3", TEST_ARGS ) );
```

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime
print( quickdev::getParam< std::string >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE", TEST_ARGS ) );

// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime
print( quickdev::getParam< float >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE2", TEST_ARGS ) );

// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime
print( quickdev::getParam< double >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE3", TEST_ARGS ) );

/* getParamDef is identical to getParam except it also takes a required default value, which it returns instead of output_type() */

// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime; provide default value
print( quickdev::getParamDef< std::string >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE", "default1", TEST_ARGS ) );

// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime; provide default value
print( quickdev::getParamDef< float >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE2", 0.1, TEST_ARGS ) );

// using a fake namespace will fail at runtime; provide default value
print( quickdev::getParamDef< double >( "reconfigure_namespace_DNE3", 0.2, TEST_ARGS ) );

return 0;
}
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Directory Hierarchy

22.1 Directories

This directory hierarchy is sorted roughly, but not completely, alphabetically:

- quickdev_cpp .......................................................... 70
- include ................................................................. 67
- quickdev ............................................................... 69
- src ................................................................. 71
- quickdev_demo ...................................................... 70
- include ................................................................. 67
- qd_demo .............................................................. 69
- nodelets .............................................................. 68
- nodes ................................................................. 68
- src ................................................................. 71
- quickdev_examples ................................................ 71
- cfg ................................................................. 67
- cpp ................................................................. 67
- quickdev_examples ............................................... 70
- include ................................................................. 67
- quickdev_examples ............................................... 70
- nodelets .............................................................. 68
- nodes ................................................................. 68
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Namespace Index

23.1 Namespace List

Here is a list of all documented namespaces with brief descriptions:

- quickdev (Internal library namespace for quickdev ) ............................................. 73
- quickdev::PublisherPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for PublisherPolicy ) ........ 83
- quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy_types (The "private" namespace for ReconfigurePolicy ) .... 84
- quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for RobotControllerPolicy ) 84
- quickdev::RunnablePolicy_types (The "private" namespace for RunnablePolicy ) .......... 85
- quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for ServiceClientPolicy ) ... 85
- quickdev::SubscriberPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for SubscriberPolicy ) ....... 86
- quickdev::TfManagerPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for TfManagerPolicy ) ......... 86
- quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for TfTranceiverPolicy ) ..... 87
- quickdev::TimedPolicy_types (The "private" namespace for TimedPolicy ) .................... 87
- quickdev::UpdateablePolicy_types (The "private" namespace for UpdateablePolicy ) ....... 88
- quickdev_demo (The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev_demo ) .................... 88
- quickdev_examples (The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev_examples ) .......... 89
- SomeExamplePolicy_types (The "private" namespace for SomeExamplePolicy ) ............ 90
- SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types (The "private" namespace for SomeOtherExamplePolicy ) ... 90
- std (STL namespace ) .................................................................................. 91
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Class Index

24.1 Class Hierarchy

This inheritance list is sorted roughly, but not completely, alphabetically:

- quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription .......................................................... 97
- quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription<T> ........................................................................ 119
- quickdev_examples::TestConfig::AbstractParamDescription ................................................................. 98
- quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription<T> ........................................................................ 119
- details::auto_binder<N> ....................................................................................................................... 99
- details::auto_binder<0> ......................................................................................................................... 99
- unit::can_convert<__FromUnit, __ToUnit> ............................................................................................... 100
- child_of<__MultitypedNodeType, i> ........................................................................................................ 101
- Container<__Types> ............................................................................................................................... 101
- details::container<__ArgTypes> ........................................................................................................... 101
- ContainerTypes<__Container> .............................................................................................................. 102
- ContainerTypesHelper .......................................................................................................................... 102
- DeclareIfSingleType<__Types> ............................................................................................................. 102
- DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper<__Enable__, __Types> .................................................................................. 103
- DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper<true, __Type> ............................................................................................ 103
- details::funct_types<__FunctionType> .................................................................................................. 104
- details::funct_types<__QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE<__ReturnType(__ArgTypes...)>> .................. 104
- ImageLoader ........................................................................................................................................... 104
- ImageProcPolicyNode ............................................................................................................................ 105
- unit::is_numeric<__Unit> ..................................................................................................................... 107
- unit::is_numeric_helper<__Unit> ........................................................................................................... 107
- std::is_placeholder<details::placeholder<N>> ....................................................................................... 108
- quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id1__ __Id2__> .................................................................................. 108
- quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id__ __Id__> ..................................................................................... 109
- JoystickPolicyNode ............................................................................................................................... 109
- ros::MultiPublisher<__Publisher> ......................................................................................................... 111
- MultiPublisherNode ............................................................................................................................... 112
- ros::MultiSubscriber<__Subscriber> .................................................................................................... 112
- MultiSubscriberNode ............................................................................................................................ 113
- MultitypedLinkedList<__Types> ............................................................................................................ 114
- MultitypedNode<__Data, __RestContainer> ............................................................................................ 114
- MultitypedNode<__Data, Container<> > ................................................................................................ 115
quickdev::Nodelet< __DataType > ........................................ 116
Nodelet ........................................................................ 117
  quickdev::Nodelet< AnotherDemoNode > ............................ 116
  quickdev_demo::AnotherDemoNodelet ................................. 98
  quickdev::Nodelet< ImageProcPolicyNode > ....................... 116
  quickdev_examples::ImageProcPolicyNodelet ..................... 107
  quickdev::Nodelet< JoystickPolicyNode > .......................... 116
  quickdev_examples::JoystickPolicyNodelet ......................... 110
  quickdev::Nodelet< NodeNode > .................................... 116
  quickdev_examples::NodeNodelet .................................. 116
  quickdev::Nodelet< PublisherPolicyNode > ....................... 116
  quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet .................... 129
  quickdev::Nodelet< ReconfigurePolicyNode > .................... 116
  quickdev_examples::ReconfigurePolicyNodelet .................. 120
  quickdev::Nodelet< RobotControllerPolicyNode > ............... 116
  quickdev_examples::RobotControllerPolicyNodelet ............ 141
  quickdev::Nodelet< RobotDriverPolicyNode > .................. 116
  quickdev_examples::RobotDriverPolicyNodelet ................ 146
  quickdev::Nodelet< ServiceClientPolicyNode > ................ 116
  quickdev_examples::ServiceClientPolicyNodelet ............... 155
  quickdev::Nodelet< ServiceServerPolicyNode > ................. 116
  quickdev Examples::ServiceServerPolicyNodelet ............... 161
  quickdev::Nodelet< SomeDemoNode > ............................. 116
  quickdev_demo::SomeDemoNodelet ................................. 162
  quickdev::Nodelet< TTtTranceiverPolicyNode > ................ 116
  quickdev_examples::TTtTranceiverPolicyNodelet ............... 185
ros::ParamReader< __Storage, __Dim__ > ............................. 120
ros::ParamReader< __Storage, 1 > .................................. 121
details::placeholder< N > .......................................... 122
quickdev::Policy ..................................................... 122
quickdev::ptr_types< __Type > ......................................... 122
ros::PublisherAdapter< __Publisher, __Message > .............. 123
ros::PublisherAdapter< image_transport::Publisher, __Message > 123
ros::PublisherAdapter< ros::Publisher, __Message > .......... 124
ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< __Publisher > ................... 124
ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher > ............... 125
  ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< image_transport::Publisher > 125
quickdev::PublisherPolicy< __Publisher > ........................ 126
PublisherPolicyNode .................................................. 128
quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType > .............. 129
ReconfigurePolicyNode ............................................... 133
quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy< __MotorValsMsg > ............ 135
RobotControllerPolicyNode .......................................... 139
quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy< __MotorValsMsg > ................ 141
RobotDriverPolicyNode ............................................... 144
quickdev::RunnablePolicy ............................................ 146
quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > .......... 148
ServiceClientPolicyNode ............................................. 153
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > .......... 155
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicyAdapter< __Service > ........... 159
ServiceServerPolicyNode ............................................. 160
SomeClass ............................................................ 162
24.1 Class Hierarchy

SomeExamplePolicy ....................................................... 162
SomeOtherExamplePolicy .................................................. 164
ros::SubscriberAdapter<__Subscriber> .................................. 166
ros::SubscriberAdapter<image_transport::Subscriber> ............... 166
ros::SubscriberAdapter<ros::Subscriber> .............................. 167
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<__Subscriber> ......................... 167
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> ...................... 168
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber> ....... 168
quickdev::SubscriberPolicy<__Subscriber> ............................... 169
quickdev_examples::Test2Config ......................................... 171
quickdev_examples::Test2ConfigStatics .................................. 172
quickdev_examples::TestConfig ........................................... 172
quickdev_examples::TestConfigStatics .................................... 173
quickdev::TManagerPolicy ................................................. 174
quickdev::TTranceiverPolicy ............................................. 180
TTranceiverPolicyNode .................................................... 183
quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id> .............................................. 185
TYPE_DNE ........................................................................ 187
quickdev::TYPE_NOT_FOUND .................................................. 188
unit::unit_traits<__Unit> ................................................... 189
unit::UnitBaseType ............................................................ 190
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Storage> ........................................ 189
    unit::NumericUnit<__Data, __Storage> ................................ 118
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Data> ............................................ 189
    unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__> ............................. 191
    unit::UnitHelper<__Data, unit::traits<__Data>::is_numeric_> .......... 191
    unit::Unit<__Data> ....................................................... 188
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, double> ........................................... 189
    unit::NumericUnit<__Data> ............................................. 118
    unit::UnitHelper<__Data, true> .................................... 192
  unit::UnitConverter<__FromData, __ToData, __ToStorage> .......... 190
quickdev::UpdateablePolicy ................................................. 192
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Class Index

25.1 Class List

Here are the classes, structs, unions and interfaces with brief descriptions:

quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription .......................... 97
quickdev_examples::TestConfig::AbstractParamDescription ......................... 98
quickdev_demo::AnotherDemoNodelet (Class declaration for AnotherDemoNodelet) .... 98
details::auto_binder< N > ............................................................................. 99
details::auto_binder< 0 > ............................................................................. 99
unit::can_convert< __FromUnit, __ToUnit > .................................................. 100
child_of< __MultitypedNodeType, i > .............................................................. 100
child_of< __MultitypedNodeType, 0 > .............................................................. 101
Container< __Types > .................................................................................. 101
details::container< __ArgTypes > .................................................................. 101
ContainerTypes< __Container > ..................................................................... 102
ContainerTypesHelper .................................................................................... 102
DeclareIfSingleType< __Types > ................................................................. 102
DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< __Enable__, __Types > ....................................... 103
DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< true, __Type > ................................................ 103
details::funct_types< __FunctionType > ...................................................... 104
details::funct_types< __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__ArgTypes...)>> > 104
ImageLoader .................................................................................................. 104
ImageProcPolicyNode (Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNode) .................. 105
quickdev_examples::ImageProcPolicyNodelet (Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNodelet) . 107
unit::is_numeric< __Unit > .......................................................................... 107
unit::is_numeric_helper< __Unit > ................................................................. 107
std::is_placeholder< details::placeholder< N >> .......................................... 108
quickdev::is_same_value< __Data, __Id1__, __Id2__ > (Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value) .......................... 108
quickdev::is_same_value< __Data, __Id__, __Id__ > (Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value) .......................... 108
JoystickPolicyNode (Class declaration for JoystickPolicyNode) .......................... 109
quickdev_examples::JoystickPolicyNodelet (Class declaration for JoystickPolicyNodelet) .... 110
ros::MultiPublisher< __Publisher > .............................................................. 111
MultiPublisherNode .................................................................................... 112
ros::MultiSubscriber< __Subscriber > ......................................................... 112
MultiSubscriberNode .................................................................................. 113
MultitypedList< __Types > .................................................. 114
MultitypedNode< __Data, Container<> > ........................................ 115
quickdev::Nodelet< __DataType > .................................................. 116
Nodelet ................................................................. 117
quickdev_examples::NodeNodelet (Class declaration for NodeNodelet ) . . . . . . . 117
unit::NumericUnit< __Data, __Storage > ........................................ 118
quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T > ...................... 119
quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription< T > ...................... 119
ros::ParamReader< __Storage, __Dim_ > ........................................ 120
details::placeholder< N > ................................................... 121
quickdev::Policy .............................................................. 122
quickdev::ptr_types< __Type > (Simple struct to hold useful pointer types ) ........ 122
ros::PublisherAdapter< __Publisher, __Message > .............................. 123
ros::PublisherAdapter< image_transport::Publisher, __Message > ............ 123
ros::PublisherAdapter< ros::Publisher, __Message > ........................... 124
ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< __Publisher > .................................. 124
ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< image_transport::Publisher > .................. 125
ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher > ................................ 125
quickdev::PublisherPolicy< __Publisher > (Class declaration for PublisherPolicy ) ...... 126
PublisherPolicyNode (Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNode ) ............ 128
quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet (Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNodelet ) 129
generates::ServiceServerPolicyNode< __Service, __Id_ > (Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicyNode ) 129
ServiceServerPolicyNode (Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicyNode ) ........ 133
quickdev_examples::ReconfigurePolicyNodelet (Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNodelet ) 133
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ros::SubscriberAdapter<ros::Subscriber> ........................................ 167
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<__Subscriber> .................................... 167
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber> ............... 168
ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> ................................ 168
quickdev::SubscriberPolicy<__Subscriber> (Class declaration for SubscriberPolicy) ........ 169
quickdev_examples::Test2Config ......................................................... 171
quickdev_examples::Test2ConfigStatics .............................................. 172
quickdev_examples::TestConfig ............................................................. 172
quickdev_examples::TestConfigStatics .............................................. 173
quickdev::TfManagerPolicy (A policy used to store and update multiple tf frames)

• Subscribes to a command velocity

• Owns a TfManager

• Publishes all owned frames on update

• Allows updating of frames based on command velocity or direct update

) ............................................................................................................. 174
quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy (Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicy) ........ 180
TfTranceiverPolicyNode (Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNode) .......... 183
quickdev_examples::TfTranceiverPolicyNodelet (Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNodelet) .......... 185
quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__> (Class declaration for TimedPolicy) .......... 185
TYPE_DNE ......................................................................................... 187
quickdev::TYPE_NOT_FOUND (Type designed to provide somewhat useful compiler output

when using other type traits) ................................................................. 188
unit::Unit<__Data> ................................................................................. 188
unit::unit_traits<__Unit> .................................................................... 189
unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Storage> ......................................................... 189
unit::UnitBaseType ............................................................................. 190
unit::UnitConverter<__FromData, __ToData, __ToStorage> ....................... 190
unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__> ............................................... 191
unit::UnitHelper<__Data, true> ............................................................. 192
quickdev::UpdateablePolicy (Class declaration for UpdateablePolicy) ........ 192
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Directory Documentation

26.1 quickdev_examples/cfg/ Directory Reference

Directories

• directory cpp

26.2 quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/ Directory Reference

Directories

• directory quickdev_examples

26.3 quickdev_demo/include/ Directory Reference

Directories

• directory qd_demo

26.4 quickdev_examples/include/ Directory Reference

Directories

• directory quickdev_examples

26.5 quickdev_cpp/include/ Directory Reference

Directories

• directory quickdev
26.6 quickdev_demo/nodelets/ Directory Reference

Files

- file another_demo.cpp
- file some_demo.cpp

26.7 quickdev_examples/nodelets/ Directory Reference

Files

- file image_proc_policy.cpp
- file joystick_policy.cpp
- file node.cpp
- file publisher_policy.cpp
- file reconfigure_policy.cpp
- file robot_controller_policy.cpp
- file robot_driver_policy.cpp
- file service_client_policy.cpp
- file service_server_policy.cpp
- file tf_tranceiver_policy.cpp

26.8 quickdev_demo/nodes/ Directory Reference

Files

- file another_demo.cpp
- file some_demo.cpp
- file some_other_demo.cpp

26.9 quickdev_examples/nodes/ Directory Reference

Files

- file image_proc_policy.cpp
- file joystick_policy.cpp
- file multi_publisher.cpp
- file multi_subscriber.cpp
- file node.cpp
- file publisher_policy.cpp
- file reconfigure_policy.cpp
- file robot_controller_policy.cpp
- file robot_driver_policy.cpp
- file service_client_policy.cpp
- file service_server_policy.cpp
- file tf_tranceiver_policy.cpp
- file type_utils.cpp
26.10 quickdev_demo/include/qd_demo/ Directory Reference

Files

- file another_demo_node.h
- file some_class.h
- file some_demo_node.h
- file some_example_policy.h
- file some_other_demo_node.h
- file some_other_example_policy.h

26.11 quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/ Directory Reference

Files

- file action_client_policy.h
- file action_server_policy.h
- file auto_bind.h
- file callback_policy.h
- file console.h
- file container.h
- file generic_policy_adapter.h
- file geometry_message_conversions.h
- file image_loader.h
- file image_proc_policy.h
- file joystick_policy.h
- file macros.h
- file multi_publisher.h
- file multi_subscriber.h
- file multityped_linked_list.h
- file node.h
- file node_handle_policy.h
- file nodelet.h
- file param_reader.h
- file policy.h
- file publisher_policy.h
- file reconfigure_policy.h
- file robot_controller_policy.h
- file robot_driver_policy.h
- file runnable_policy.h
- file service_client_policy.h
- file service_server_policy.h
- file subscriber_policy.h
- file tf_manager.h
- file tf_manager_policy.h
- file tf_tranceiver_policy.h
- file threading.h
- file timed_policy.h
- file type_utils.h
• file `types.h`
• file `unit.h`
• file `updateable_policy.h`

### 26.12 quickdev_cpp/ Directory Reference

**Directories**

• directory `include`
• directory `src`

### 26.13 quickdev_demo/ Directory Reference

**Directories**

• directory `include`
• directory `nodelets`
• directory `nodes`
• directory `src`

### 26.14 quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/ Directory Reference

**Files**

• file `Test2Config.h`
• file `TestConfig.h`

### 26.15 quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/ Directory Reference

**Files**

• file `image_proc_policy.h`
• file `joystick_policy.h`
• file `node.h`
• file `publisher_policy.h`
• file `reconfigure_policy.h`
• file `robot_controller_policy.h`
• file `robot_driver_policy.h`
• file `service_client_policy.h`
• file `service_server_policy.h`
• file `tf_tranceiver_policy.h`
26.16 quickdev_examples/ Directory Reference

Directories

- directory cfg
- directory include
- directory nodelets
- directory nodes

26.17 quickdev_demo/src/ Directory Reference

Files

- file some_class.cpp
- file some_example_policy.cpp
- file some_other_example_policy.cpp

26.18 quickdev_cpp/src/ Directory Reference

Files

- file action_client_policy.cpp
- file action_server_policy.cpp
- file auto_bind.cpp
- file callback_policy.cpp
- file console.cpp
- file container.cpp
- file generic_policy_adapter.cpp
- file geometry_message_conversions.cpp
- file image_loader.cpp
- file image_proc_policy.cpp
- file joystick_policy.cpp
- file macros.cpp
- file multi_publisher.cpp
- file multi_subscriber.cpp
- file multityped_linked_list.cpp
- file node.cpp
- file node_handle_policy.cpp
- file nodelet.cpp
- file param_reader.cpp
- file policy.cpp
- file publisher_policy.cpp
- file reconfigure_policy.cpp
- file robot_controller_policy.cpp
- file robot_driver_policy.cpp
- file runnable_policy.cpp
- file service_client_policy.cpp
- file service_server_policy.cpp
• file subscriber_policy.cpp
• file tf_manager.cpp
• file tf_manager_policy.cpp
• file tf_tranceiver_policy.cpp
• file threading.cpp
• file timed_policy.cpp
• file type_utils.cpp
• file types.cpp
• file updateable_policy.cpp
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Namespace Documentation

27.1 quickdev Namespace Reference

internal library namespace for quickdev

Namespaces

- namespace PublisherPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for PublisherPolicy.

- namespace ReconfigurePolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for ReconfigurePolicy.

- namespace RobotControllerPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for RobotControllerPolicy.

- namespace RunablePolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for RunablePolicy.

- namespace ServiceClientPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for ServiceClientPolicy.

- namespace SubscriberPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for SubscriberPolicy.

- namespace TfManagerPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for TfManagerPolicy.

- namespace TfTranceiverPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for TfTranceiverPolicy.

- namespace TimedPolicy_types
  The "private" namespace for TimedPolicy.

- namespace UpdateablePolicy_types
The "private" namespace for UpdateablePolicy.

Classes

- class Nodelet
- class Policy
- class PublisherPolicy
  Class declaration for PublisherPolicy.
- class ReconfigurePolicy
  Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicy.
- class RobotControllerPolicy
  Class declaration for RobotControllerPolicy.
- class RobotDriverPolicy
- class RunnablePolicy
  Class declaration for RunnablePolicy.
- class ServiceClientPolicy
  Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicy.
- struct ServiceServerPolicyAdapter
  The "private" namespace for ServiceServerPolicy.
- class ServiceServerPolicy
  Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicy.
- class SubscriberPolicy
  Class declaration for SubscriberPolicy.
- class TfManagerPolicy
  A policy used to store and update multiple tf frames
  - Subscribes to a command velocity
  - Owns a TfManager
  - Publishes all owned frames on update
  - Allows updating of frames based on command velocity or direct update.
- class TfTranceiverPolicy
  Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicy.
- class TimedPolicy
  Class declaration for TimedPolicy.
- struct is_same_value
  Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value.
- struct is_same_value< __Data, __Id__, __Id__ >
27.1 quickdev Namespace Reference

Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value.

- struct **TYPE_NOT_FOUND**
  
  Type designed to provide somewhat useful compiler output when using other type traits.

- struct **ptr_types**
  
  Simple struct to hold useful pointer types.

- class **UpdateablePolicy**
  
  Class declaration for **UpdateablePolicy**.

**Functions**

- template<class __Policy >
  
  static void **printPolicyAction** (std::string action, __Policy *policy)

- template<class __Policy >
  
  static void **printPolicyActionStart** (std::string action, __Policy *policy)

- template<class __Policy >
  
  static void **printPolicyActionDone** (std::string action, __Policy *policy)

- template<class __Desired >
  
  static __Desired getFirstOfType ()

  Specialization of getFirstOfType enabled when no matching types were found.

- template<class __Desired , class __Current , class... __Rest>
  
  static std::enable_if< std::is_same< __Desired , __Current >::value , __Desired >::type getFirstOfType (__Current &current, __Rest &&...rest)

  Specialization of getFirstOfType enabled when __Desired == __Current; returns the first item in a variadic template whose type matches __Desired.

- template<class __Desired >
  
  __Desired getMetaParamRec (const std::string &name)

  Specialization of getMetaParamRec when a value of type __Desired was in the list but its key did not match the given key.

- template<class __Desired >
  
  __Desired getMetaParamDefRec (const std::string &name, const __Desired &default_value)

  Specialization of getMetaParamDefRec when a value of type __Desired was in the list but its key did not match the given key.

- template<class __Desired , class __Current , class... __Rest>
  
  static std::enable_if<!(std::is_same< __Desired , __Current >::value) , __Desired >::type getMetaParamRec (const std::string &name, const std::string &current_name, __Current &current, __Rest &&...rest)

  Specialization of getMetaParamRec enabled if __Desired != __Current.

- template<class __Desired , class __Current , class... __Rest>
  
  static std::enable_if<!(std::is_same< __Desired , __Current >::value) , __Desired >::type getMetaParamDefRec (const std::string &name, const __Desired &default_value, const std::string &current_name, __Current &current, __Rest &&...rest)

  Specialization of getMetaParamDefRec enabled if __Desired != __Current.
• template<class __Desired , class... __Rest>
static __Desired getMetaParam (const std::string &name, __Rest &&...rest)
A function that, given a variadic list of key-value pairs, and a desired type, will return the first item of the
given type with a matching key.

• template<class __Desired , class... __Rest>
static __Desired getMetaParamDef (const std::string &name, const __Desired &default_value, __-
Rest &&&...rest)
A function that, given a variadic list of key-value pairs, and a desired type, will return the first item of the
given type with a matching key or a default value if no match was found.

• template<class __Message , template< typename > class __Ptr>
std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of< ros::Message, __Message >::value), __Message >::type
getMessageType (const __Ptr< __Message const > &message)
Specialization of getMessageType for any class instance typed on a non-const __Message derived from
ros::Message.

• template<class __Message , template< typename > class __Ptr>
std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of< ros::Message, __Message >::value), __Message >::type
getMessageType (const __Ptr< __Message > &message)
Specialization of getMessageType for any class instance typed on a const __Message derived from
ros::Message.

• template<class __Message >
std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of< ros::Message, __Message >::value), __Message >::type
getMessageType (const __Message &message)
Specialization of getMessageType for any __Message derived from ros::Message.

• template<class __Message >
std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of< ros::Message, __Message >::value), typename __-
Message::ConstPtr >::type make_const_shared (const __Message &message)
Converts a ROS message into a ConstPtr.

• template<class __Message >
std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of< ros::Message, __Message >::value), typename __Message::Ptr
>::type make_shared (const __Message &message)
Converts a ROS message into a Ptr.

27.1.1 Detailed Description
internal library namespace for quickdev

27.1.2 Function Documentation

27.1.2.1 template<class __Desired > static __Desired quickdev::getFirstOfType ( ) [static]
Specialization of getFirstOfType enabled when no matching types were found.
This function is called after iterating through all types in the variadic template passed to getFirstOfType. The fact that any execution has arrived here signifies that the desired type does not exist in the given list of types. Therefore, we return the struct TYPE_NOT_FOUND to give some useful compiler output but still fail at compile time (unless the user was searching for a TYPE_NOT_FOUND in the list of types).

**Returns**

TYPE_NOT_FOUND, a type designed to signify that no match was found but also clarify compiler output.

Definition at line 82 of file type_utils.h.

References getFirstOfType().

Referenced by getFirstOfType().

### 27.1.2.2 template<class __Desired, class __Current, class... __Rest> static

std::enable_if<!std::is_same<__Desired, __Current>::value, __Desired>::type

quickdev::getFirstOfType(__Current & current, __Rest&&... rest) [static]

Specialization of getFirstOfType enabled when __Desired == __Current; returns the first item in a variadic template whose type matches __Desired.

Specialization of getFirstOfType enabled when __Desired !== __Current.

This function is called at most once during recursion when __Desired == __Current, which signifies that the requested type has been located in the the given variadic template and should be returned.

**Parameters**

- `current` the item at the front of the variadic template
- `rest` the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

**Returns**

- current the value of the current item in the list

This function is called any time during recursion when __Desired != __Current, which signifies that a matching type has not yet been located in the given variadic template. This function will recursively check all types in __Rest until a better specialization is found (ie if a match is found or all types have been checked). Note that this function will fail to compile if __Desired != __Current for all __Rest.

**Parameters**

- `current` the item at the front of the variadic template
- `rest` the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

**Returns**

- getFirstOfType<__Desired>( rest... ) the best specialization of getFirstOfType for rest

Definition at line 107 of file type_utils.h.

References getFirstOfType().
27.1.2.3 template<class __Message , template< typename > class __Ptr>
    std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of<ros::Message, __Message>::value), __Message>::type
    quickdev::getMessageType ( __Ptr< __Message const & > message )

Specialization of getMessageType for any class instance typed on a non-const __Message derived from ros::Message.

Returns the type of the ROS message on which the given class is typed. As an example, if we have an instance of some_pkg::SomeMessage::Ptr called some_msg_ptr, getMessageType( some_msg_ptr ) will resolve to some_pkg::SomeMessage().

Parameters

    message an instance of the class

Returns

    __Message() the default constructor for __Message

Definition at line 313 of file type_utils.h.

References getMessageType().

Referenced by getMessageType().

27.1.2.4 template<class __Message , template< typename > class __Ptr>
    std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of<ros::Message, __Message>::value), __Message>::type
    quickdev::getMessageType ( __Ptr< __Message > & message )

Specialization of getMessageType for any class instance typed on a const __Message derived from ros::Message.

Returns the type of the ROS message on which the given class is typed. As an example, if we have an instance of some_pkg::SomeMessage::ConstPtr called some_msg_ptr, getMessageType( some_msg_ptr ) will resolve to some_pkg::SomeMessage().

Parameters

    message an instance of the class

Returns

    __Message() the default constructor for __Message

Definition at line 325 of file type_utils.h.

References getMessageType().

Referenced by getMessageType().

27.1.2.5 template<class __Message>
    std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of<ros::Message, __Message>::value), __Message>::type
    quickdev::getMessageType ( const __Message & message )

Specialization of getMessageType for any __Message derived from ros::Message.

Returns the given message instance. As an example, if we have an instance of some_pkg::SomeMessage called some_msg, getMessageType( some_msg ) will resolve to some_msg.
Parameters

*message* an instance of __Message

Returns

message

Definition at line 337 of file type_utils.h.

References getMessageType().

27.1.2.6 template <class __Desired, class... __Rest>
static __Desired quickdev::getMetaParam (const std::string & name, __Rest &... rest) [static]

A function that, given a variadic list of key-value pairs, and a desired type, will return the first item of the
given type with a matching key.

Entry point. Given a list of key-value pairs (key, value, key, value, ...), this function will recursively
locate the first key-value pair whose value component matches the desired type, then try to match the key-
component to the given key. If the keys do not match, the next type is located until there are no more types
to check.

Usage:

getMetaParam<DesiredType>( "<desired_key>", "some_key", some_value, "some_other_key", some_other_value);
getMetaParam<DesiredType>( "<desired_key>"); // evaluates to DesiredType()

Parameters

*name* the value of the desired key

*rest* the list of key-value pairs

Returns

getMetaParamRec<__Desired>( name, rest... ) the next best specialization of getMetaParamRec for
the given arguments

Definition at line 260 of file type_utils.h.

References getMetaParam().

Referenced by getMetaParam().

27.1.2.7 template <class __Desired, class... __Rest>
static __Desired quickdev::getMetaParamDef (const std::string & name, const __Desired & default_value, __Rest &... rest)
[static]

A function that, given a variadic list of key-value pairs, and a desired type, will return the first item of the
given type with a matching key or a default value if no match was found.

Entry point. Given a list of key-value pairs (key, value, key, value, ...), this function will recursively
locate the first key-value pair whose value component matches the desired type, then try to match the key-
component to the given key. If the keys do not match, the next type is located until there are no more types
to check. If a matching key-value pair is not found, the function will return a given default value.

Usage:

getMetaParamDef<DesiredType>( "<desired_key>", default_value, "some_key", some_value, "some_other_key");
getMetaParamDef<DesiredType>( "<desired_key>", default_value ); // evaluates to default_value
Parameters

- **name** the value of the desired key
- **default_value** the value to return if no matching key-value pairs were found
- **rest** the list of key-value pairs

Returns

getMetaParamDefRec<__Desired>( name, default_value, rest... ) the best specialization of getMetaParamDefRec for the given arguments

Definition at line 284 of file type_utils.h.

References getMetaParamDef().

Referenced by getMetaParamDef().

27.1.2.8 template<class __Desired , class __Current , class... __Rest> static
std::enable_if<(std::is_same<__Desired, __Current>::value), __Desired>::type
quickdev::getMetaParamDefRec ( const std::string & name, const __Desired &
default_value, const std::string & current_name, __Current & current, __Rest &... rest ) [static]

Specialization of getMetaParamDefRec enabled if __Desired != __Current.

Specialization of getMetaParamDefRec enabled when __Desired == __Current.

This function is called any time during recursion when __Desired != __Current, which signifies that a matching type has not yet been located in the given variadic template. This function will recursively check all types in __Rest until a better specialization is found (ie if a match is found or all types have been checked). Note that this function will fail to compile if __Desired != __Current for all __Rest.

Parameters

- **name** the value of the desired key
- **default_value** the value to return if no matching key-value pairs were found
- **current_name** the value of the current key
- **current** the item at the front of the variadic template
- **rest** the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

Returns

getMetaParamDefRec<__Desired>( name, default_value, rest... ) the next best specialization of getMetaParamDefRec for the given arguments

This function is called any time during recursion when __Desired == __Current, which signifies that the requested type has been located in the the given variadic template and the corresponding key should be checked. If the keys do not match, the next matching type is recursively selected.

Parameters

- **name** the value of the desired key
- **default_value** the value to return if no matching key-value pairs were found
- **current_name** the value of the current key
- **current** the item at the front of the variadic template
rest the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

Returns

current if the given keys match or getMetaParamDefRec<__Desired>( name, rest... ), the next best specialization of getMetaParamDefRec for the given arguments

Definition at line 231 of file type_utils.h.
References getMetaParamDefRec().

27.1.2.9 template<
class __Desired > __Desired quickdev::getMetaParamDefRec ( const 
std::string & name, const __Desired & default_value )

Specialization of getMetaParamDefRec when a value of type __Desired was in the list but its key did not match the given key.

This function is called after recursing through all key-value pairs in a variadic template containing at least one value of type __Desired without finding a matching key. This signifies that the requested key-value pair does not exist in the given list.

Parameters

name the name of the desired key

default_value the value to return if no matching key-value pairs were found

Returns

default_value

Definition at line 133 of file type_utils.h.
References getMetaParamDefRec().
References by getMetaParamDefRec().

27.1.2.10 template<
class __Desired , class __Current , class... __Rest > static 
std::enable_if<!(std::is_same<__Desired, __Current>::value), __Desired >::type
quickdev::getMetaParamRec ( const std::string & name, const std::string & current_name, __Current & current, __Rest &&... rest ) [static]

Specialization of getMetaParamRec enabled if __Desired != __Current.

Specialization of getMetaParamRec enabled when __Desired == __Current.

This function is called any time during recursion when __Desired != __Current, which signifies that a matching type has not yet been located in the given variadic template. This function will recursively check all types in __Rest until a better specialization is found (ie if a match is found or all types have been checked). Note that this function will fail to compile if __Desired != __Current for all __Rest.

Parameters

name the value of the desired key

current_name the value of the current key

current the item at the front of the variadic template

rest the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

References getMetaParamRec().
Returns

getMetaParamRec<__Desired>( name, rest... ) the next best specialization of getMetaParamRec for the given arguments

This function is called any time during recursion when __Desired == __Current, which signifies that the requested type has been located in the the given variadic template and the corresponding key should be checked. If the keys do not match, the next matching type is recursively selected.

Parameters

desc__ the value of the desired key
current_name the value of the current key
current the item at the front of the variadic template
rest the remaining items, if any, in the variadic template

Returns

current if the given keys match or getMetaParamRec<__Desired>( name, rest... ), the next best specialization of getMetaParamRec for the given arguments

Definition at line 207 of file type_utils.h.
References getMetaParamRec().

27.1.2.11 template<class __Desired > __Desired quickdev::getMetaParamRec ( const std::string & name )

Specialization of getMetaParamRec when a value of type __Desired was in the list but its key did not match the given key.

This function is called after recursing through all key-value pairs in a variadic template containing at least one value of type __Desired without finding a matching key. This signifies that the requested key-value pair does not exist in the given list.

Parameters

desc__ the name of the desired key

Returns

__Desired() the default constructor value of the requested type

Definition at line 119 of file type_utils.h.
References getMetaParamRec().
References by getMetaParamRec().

27.1.2.12 template<class __Message > std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of<ros::Message, __Message>::value), typename __Message::ConstPtr>::type quickdev::make_const_shared ( const __Message & message )

Converts a ROS message into a ConstPtr.

Given an instance of __Message derived from ros::Message, copies the message to a new __Message::ConstPtr.
Parameters

message  the message instance to use

Returns

a __Message::ConstPtr with a copy of the data in message

Definition at line 348 of file type_utils.h.
References make_const_shared().
Referenced by make_const_shared().

27.1.2.13  template<class __Message > std::enable_if<(boost::is_base_of<ros::Message, __Message>::value), typename __Message::Ptr>::type quickdev::make_shared ( const __Message & message )

Converts a ROS message into a Ptr.
Given an instance of __Message derived from ros::Message, copies the message to a new __Message::Ptr

Parameters

message  the message instance to use

Returns

a __Message::Ptr with a copy of the data in message

Definition at line 359 of file type_utils.h.
References make_shared().
Referenced by make_shared().

27.2  quickdev::PublisherPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for PublisherPolicy.

Typedefs

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > PublisherPolicyAdapter

  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by PublisherPolicy.

27.2.1  Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for PublisherPolicy.
27.2.2 Typedef Documentation

27.2.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > quickdev::PublisherPolicy_types::PublisherPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by PublisherPolicy. Specifically, PublisherPolicy utilizes: Policy
Definition at line 45 of file publisher_policy.h.

27.3 quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for ReconfigurePolicy.

Typedefs

• typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy > ReconfigurePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ReconfigurePolicy.

27.3.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for ReconfigurePolicy.

27.3.2 Typedef Documentation

27.3.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy > quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy_types::ReconfigurePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ReconfigurePolicy. Specifically, ReconfigurePolicy utilizes: NodeHandlePolicy
Definition at line 46 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

27.4 quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for RobotControllerPolicy.

Typedefs

• typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< TfManagerPolicy > RobotControllerPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by RobotControllerPolicy.

27.4.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for RobotControllerPolicy.
27.4.2 Typedef Documentation

27.4.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter<TfManagerPolicy>
quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy_types::RobotControllerPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by RobotControllerPolicy.
Specifically, RobotControllerPolicy utilizes: TfManagerPolicy
Definition at line 46 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

27.5 quickdev::RunnablePolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for RunnablePolicy.

Typedefs

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy > RunnablePolicyAdapter
  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by RunnablePolicy.

27.5.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for RunnablePolicy.

27.5.2 Typedef Documentation

27.5.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy >
quickdev::RunnablePolicy_types::RunnablePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by RunnablePolicy.
Specifically, RunnablePolicy utilizes: NodeHandlePolicy
Definition at line 45 of file runnable_policy.h.

27.6 quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for ServiceClientPolicy.

Typedefs

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy > ServiceClientPolicyAdapter
  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ServiceClientPolicy.

27.6.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for ServiceClientPolicy.
27.6.2 Typedef Documentation

27.6.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy > 
quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy_types::ServiceClientPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ServiceClientPolicy.
Specifically, ServiceClientPolicy utilizes: NodeHandlePolicy
Definition at line 46 of file service_client_policy.h.

27.7 quickdev::SubscriberPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for SubscriberPolicy.

Typedefs

• typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > SubscriberPolicyAdapter

  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SubscriberPolicy.

27.7.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for SubscriberPolicy.

27.7.2 Typedef Documentation

27.7.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > quickdev::SubscriberPolicy_types::SubscriberPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SubscriberPolicy.
Specifically, SubscriberPolicy utilizes: Policy
Definition at line 45 of file subscriber_policy.h.

27.8 quickdev::TfManagerPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for TfManagerPolicy.

Typedefs

• typedef TimedPolicy< 0 > _UpdateTimer
• typedef TimedPolicy< 1 > _CallbackTimer
• typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy, TfTranceiverPolicy, 
TfManagerPolicy_types::_UpdateTimer, TfManagerPolicy_types::_CallbackTimer > TfManagerPolicyAdapter

  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TfManagerPolicy.
27.8.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for TfManagerPolicy.

27.8.2 Typedef Documentation

27.8.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy, TfTranceiverPolicy, TfManagerPolicy_types::_UpdateTimer, TfManagerPolicy_types::_CallbackTimer > quickdev::TfManagerPolicy_types::TfManagerPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TfManagerPolicy.
Specifically, TfManagerPolicy utilizes: NodeHandlePolicy, TfTranceiverPolicy, TfManagerPolicy_types::_UpdateTimer, TfManagerPolicy_types::_CallbackTimer
Definition at line 57 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

27.9 quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for TfTranceiverPolicy.

Typedefs

• typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > TfTranceiverPolicyAdapter

  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TfTranceiverPolicy.

27.9.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for TfTranceiverPolicy.

27.9.2 Typedef Documentation

27.9.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< Policy > quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy_types::TfTranceiverPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TfTranceiverPolicy.
Specifically, TfTranceiverPolicy utilizes: Policy
Definition at line 48 of file tf_tranceiver_policy.h.

27.10 quickdev::TimedPolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for TimedPolicy.
**Typedefs**

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter\< Policy > TimedPolicyAdapter
  
  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TimedPolicy.

### 27.10.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for TimedPolicy.

### 27.10.2 Typedef Documentation

#### 27.10.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter\< Policy > quickdev::TimedPolicy\_types::TimedPolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by TimedPolicy.

Specifically, TimedPolicy utilizes: Policy

Definition at line 45 of file timed_policy.h.

### 27.11 quickdev::UpdateablePolicy\_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for UpdateablePolicy.

**Typedefs**

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter\< Policy > UpdateablePolicyAdapter
  
  The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by UpdateablePolicy.

### 27.11.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for UpdateablePolicy.

### 27.11.2 Typedef Documentation

#### 27.11.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter\< Policy > quickdev::UpdateablePolicy\_types::UpdateablePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by UpdateablePolicy.

Specifically, UpdateablePolicy utilizes: Policy

Definition at line 44 of file updateable_policy.h.

### 27.12 quickdev\_demo Namespace Reference

The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev\_demo.
27.13 quickdev_examples Namespace Reference

Classes

- class AnotherDemoNodelet
  
  Class declaration for AnotherDemoNodelet.

- class SomeDemoNodelet
  
  Class declaration for SomeDemoNodelet.

27.12.1 Detailed Description

The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev_demo.

27.13 quickdev_examples Namespace Reference

The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev_examples.

Classes

- class Test2Config
- class Test2ConfigStatics
- class TestConfig
- class TestConfigStatics
- class ImageProcPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNodelet.

- class JoystickPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for JoystickPolicyNodelet.

- class NodeNodelet
  
  Class declaration for NodeNodelet.

- class PublisherPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNodelet.

- class ReconfigurePolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNodelet.

- class RobotControllerPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for RobotControllerPolicyNodelet.

- class RobotDriverPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNodelet.

- class ServiceClientPolicyNodelet
  
  Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNodelet.

- class ServiceServerPolicyNodelet
27.13.1 Detailed Description

The nodelet namespace for the package quickdev_examples.

27.14 SomeExamplePolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for SomeExamplePolicy.

**Typedefs**

- typedef quickdev::Policy _Policy
- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< _Policy > SomeExamplePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SomeExamplePolicy.

27.14.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for SomeExamplePolicy.

27.14.2 Typedef Documentation

27.14.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< _Policy > SomeExamplePolicy_types::SomeExamplePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SomeExamplePolicy.
Specifically, SomeExamplePolicy utilizes: _Policy
Definition at line 77 of file some_example_policy.h.

27.15 SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types Namespace Reference

The "private" namespace for SomeOtherExamplePolicy.

**Typedefs**

- typedef quickdev::Policy _Policy
- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter< _Policy > SomeOtherExamplePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SomeOtherExamplePolicy.
27.15.1 Detailed Description

The "private" namespace for SomeOtherExamplePolicy.

27.15.2 Typedef Documentation

27.15.2.1 typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter<_Policy> SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types::SomeOtherExamplePolicyAdapter

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by SomeOtherExamplePolicy.
Specifically, SomeOtherExamplePolicy utilizes: _Policy
Definition at line 77 of file some_other_example_policy.h.

27.16 std Namespace Reference

STL namespace.

Classes

• struct is_placeholder<details::placeholder<N>>

• class allocator
  STL class.

• class auto_ptr
  STL class.

• class ios_base
  STL class.

• class basic_ios
  STL class.

• class basic_istream
  STL class.

• class basic_ostream
  STL class.

• class basic_ifstream
  STL class.

• class basic_ofstream
  STL class.
- class **basic_fstream**
  STL class.

- class **basic_istringstream**
  STL class.

- class **basic_ostringstream**
  STL class.

- class **basic_stringstream**
  STL class.

- class **ios**
  STL class.

- class **wios**
  STL class.

- class **istream**
  STL class.

- class **wistream**
  STL class.

- class **ostream**
  STL class.

- class **wostream**
  STL class.

- class **ifstream**
  STL class.

- class **wifstream**
  STL class.

- class **ofstream**
  STL class.

- class **wofstream**
  STL class.

- class **fstream**
  STL class.

- class **wfstream**
  STL class.

- class **istringstream**
  STL class.
• class `wistringstream`
  *STL class.*

• class `ostringstream`
  *STL class.*

• class `wostringstream`
  *STL class.*

• class `stringstream`
  *STL class.*

• class `wstringstream`
  *STL class.*

• class `basic_string`
  *STL class.*

• class `string`
  *STL class.*

• class `wstring`
  *STL class.*

• class `complex`
  *STL class.*

• class `bitset`
  *STL class.*

• class `deque`
  *STL class.*

• class `list`
  *STL class.*

• class `map`
  *STL class.*

• class `multimap`
  *STL class.*

• class `set`
  *STL class.*

• class `multiset`
  *STL class.*

• class `vector`
STL class.

• class queue
  STL class.

• class priority_queue
  STL class.

• class stack
  STL class.

• class valarray
  STL class.

• class exception
  STL class.

• class bad_alloc
  STL class.

• class bad_cast
  STL class.

• class bad_typeid
  STL class.

• class logic_error
  STL class.

• class runtime_error
  STL class.

• class bad_exception
  STL class.

• class domain_error
  STL class.

• class invalid_argument
  STL class.

• class length_error
  STL class.

• class out_of_range
  STL class.

• class range_error
  STL class.
27.16 std Namespace Reference

- class overflow_error
  
  `STL class.`

- class underflow_error
  
  `STL class.`

27.16.1 Detailed Description

STL namespace.
Chapter 28

Class Documentation

28.1 quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription

Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription:

```
quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription
  quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T >
```

Public Member Functions

- `AbstractParamDescription` (std::string n, std::string t, uint32_t l, std::string d, std::string e)
- virtual void `clamp` (Test2Config &config, const Test2Config &max, const Test2Config &min) const =0
- virtual void `calcLevel` (uint32_t &level, const Test2Config &config1, const Test2Config &config2) const =0
- virtual void `fromServer` (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, Test2Config &config) const =0
- virtual void `toServer` (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, const Test2Config &config) const =0
- virtual bool `fromMessage` (const dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, Test2Config &config) const =0
- virtual void `toMessage` (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const Test2Config &config) const =0

28.1.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 64 of file Test2Config.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/Test2Config.h
28.2  quickdev_examples::TestConfig::AbstractParamDescription
    Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::TestConfig::AbstractParamDescription:

```
  quickdev_examples::TestConfig::AbstractParamDescription
    quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription< T >
```

Public Member Functions

- `AbstractParamDescription` (std::string n, std::string t, uint32_t l, std::string d, std::string e)
- virtual void `clamp` (TestConfig &config, const TestConfig &max, const TestConfig &min) const =0
- virtual void `calcLevel` (uint32_t &level, const TestConfig &config1, const TestConfig &config2) const =0
- virtual void `fromServer` (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, TestConfig &config) const =0
- virtual void `toServer` (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, const TestConfig &config) const =0
- virtual bool `fromMessage` (const dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, TestConfig &config) const =0
- virtual void `toMessage` (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const TestConfig &config) const =0

28.2.1  Detailed Description

Definition at line 64 of file TestConfig.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/config/cpp/quickdev_examples/TestConfig.h

28.3  quickdev_demo::AnotherDemoNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for AnotherDemoNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_demo::AnotherDemoNodelet:

```
    Nodelet
    quickdev::Nodelet< AnotherDemoNode >
    quickdev_demo::AnotherDemoNodelet
```
28.4 details::auto_binder< N > Struct Template Reference

28.3.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for AnotherDemoNodelet. Specifically, AnotherDemoNodelet is simply a Nodelet wrapper around AnotherDemoNode

Definition at line 44 of file another_demo.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_demo/nodelets/another_demo.cpp

28.4 details::auto_binder< N > Struct Template Reference

Static Public Member Functions

- template<typename __CallerType , typename __ReturnType , typename... __ArgTypes , typename... __PlaceHolders>
  static __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__ArgTypes...), __CallerType *const caller, __PlaceHolders...placeholders>
  auto_bind (_ReturnType(__CallerType::*function_ptr)(__ArgTypes...), __CallerType *const caller, __PlaceHolders...placeholders)

- template<typename __ReturnType , typename... __ArgTypes , typename... __PlaceHolders>
  static __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__ArgTypes...), __PlaceHolders...placeholders>
  auto_bind (__ReturnType(__ArgTypes...) , __PlaceHolders...placeholders)

- template<typename... __OutputArgTypes , typename __ReturnType , typename... __InputArgTypes , typename... __Appends>
  static __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__InputArgTypes...), __Appends...appends>
  auto_bind_append (const container< __OutputArgTypes... >&container , const __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__InputArgTypes...) >&function , __Appends...appends)

28.4.1 Detailed Description

template<int N> struct details::auto_binder< N >

Definition at line 76 of file auto_bind.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h

28.5 details::auto_binder< 0 > Struct Template Reference

Static Public Member Functions

- template<typename __CallerType , typename __ReturnType , typename... __ArgTypes , typename... __PlaceHolders>
  static __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__ArgTypes...), __CallerType *const caller, __PlaceHolders...placeholders>
  auto_bind (_ReturnType(__CallerType::*function_ptr)(__ArgTypes...), __CallerType *const caller, __PlaceHolders...placeholders)

- template<typename __ReturnType , typename... __ArgTypes , typename... __PlaceHolders>
  static __QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE< __ReturnType(__ArgTypes...), __PlaceHolders...placeholders>
  auto_bind (__ReturnType(__ArgTypes...) , __PlaceHolders...placeholders)
28.5.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<} \texttt{struct details::auto\_binder< 0 >}

Definition at line 98 of file auto\_bind.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/auto\_bind.h

28.6 \texttt{unit::can\_convert< \_FromUnit, \_ToUnit > Struct Template Reference}

28.6.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<} \texttt{class \_FromUnit, class \_ToUnit } \texttt{struct unit::can\_convert< \_FromUnit, \_ToUnit >}

Definition at line 134 of file unit.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

28.7 \texttt{child\_of< \_MultitypedNodeType, i > Struct Template Reference}

Public Types

- typedef \texttt{child\_of< } \texttt{\_MultitypedNodeType, i-1 >:type}

28.7.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<} \texttt{class \_MultitypedNodeType, unsigned int i } \texttt{struct child\_of< \_MultitypedNodeType, i >}

Definition at line 93 of file multityped\_linked\_list.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/multityped\_linked\_list.h
28.8  child_of< __MultitypedNodeType, 0 > Struct Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef __MultitypedNodeType::_ChildMultitypedNode type

28.8.1  Detailed Description

template<class __MultitypedNodeType> struct child_of< __MultitypedNodeType, 0 >

definition at line 99 of file multityped_linked_list.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multityped_linked_list.h

28.9  Container< __Types > Struct Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef DeclareIfSingleType< __Types... >::Type _Type

Static Public Attributes

- static const unsigned int num_types_ = sizeof...( __Types )

28.9.1  Detailed Description

template<class... __Types> struct Container< __Types >

definition at line 62 of file container.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h

28.10  details::container< __ArgTypes > Struct Template Reference

28.10.1  Detailed Description

template<typename... __ArgTypes> struct details::container< __ArgTypes >

definition at line 51 of file auto_bind.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h
28.11 ContainerTypes<__Container> Struct Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef _FrontContainer::_Type _Type
- typedef _Type _Front
- typedef _RestContainer _Rest

Public Member Functions

- typedef decltype(ContainerTypesHelper::front(__Container())) _FrontContainer
- typedef decltype(ContainerTypesHelper::rest(__Container())) _RestContainer

28.11.1 Detailed Description

template<class __Container> struct ContainerTypes<__Container>

Definition at line 123 of file container.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h

28.12 ContainerTypesHelper Struct Reference

Static Public Member Functions

- template<class __Front , class... __Rest>
  static Container<__Front> front (const Container<__Front, __Rest...> &container)
- static Container<void> front (const Container<> &container)
- template<class __Front , class... __Rest>
  static Container<__Rest...> rest (const Container<__Front, __Rest...> &container)
- static Container<void> rest (const Container<> &container)

28.12.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 82 of file container.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h

28.13 DeclareIfSingleType<__Types> Struct Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper<sizeof...(__Types)==1, __Types...>::_Type _Type
28.13.1 Detailed Description

template<\_\_Type> struct DeclareIfSingleType<\_\_Types >

Definition at line 55 of file container.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

* quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h

28.14 DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< \_\_Enable\_, \_\_Types > Struct Template Reference

Public Types

* typedef void _\_Type

28.14.1 Detailed Description

template<\_\_Enable, class... \_\_Types > struct DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< \_\_Enable, \_\_Types >

Definition at line 42 of file container.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

* quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h

28.15 DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< true, \_\_Type > Struct Template Reference

Public Types

* typedef \_\_Type _\_Type

28.15.1 Detailed Description

template<\_\_Type> struct DeclareIfSingleTypeHelper< true, \_\_Type >

Definition at line 48 of file container.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

* quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/container.h
28.16 details::funct_types<__FunctionType> Struct Template Reference

28.16.1 Detailed Description

\[
\text{template}<\text{class }\_\_\text{FunctionType}> \text{ struct details::funct_types<__FunctionType> }
\]

Definition at line 66 of file auto_bind.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h

28.17 details::funct_types<__QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE<__ReturnType(__ArgTypes...)>> Struct Template Reference

Public Types

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{typedef } \text{container}<\_\_\text{ArgTypes...}> \_\_\text{ArgTypesContainer} \\
&\text{typedef } \_\_\text{ReturnType} \_\_\text{ReturnType}
\end{align*}
\]

28.17.1 Detailed Description

\[
\text{template}<\text{class }\_\_\text{ReturnType}, \text{class... }\_\_\text{ArgTypes}> \text{ struct details::funct_types<__QUICKDEV_FUNCTION_TYPE<__ReturnType(__ArgTypes...)>> }
\]

Definition at line 69 of file auto_bind.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h

28.18 ImageLoader Class Reference

Public Types

\[
\text{typedef } \text{std::vector}<\text{IplImage }\ast> \_\_\text{ImageCache}
\]

Public Member Functions

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ImageLoader }\text{(ros::NodeHandle nh, int load_flag=CV_LOAD_IMAGE_COLOR)} \\
&\_\_\text{ImageCache loadImages }\text{(const bool &force=false)}
\end{align*}
\]

Public Attributes

\[
\begin{align*}
&\_\_\text{ImageCache image_cache} \\
&\text{bool images_loaded}
\end{align*}
\]
28.19 ImageProcPolicyNode Class Reference

- std::string file_prefix_
- std::string file_ext_
- int start_
- int end_
- int digits_
- int width_
- int height_
- int load_flag_

Private Attributes

- ros::NodeHandle nh_priv_

28.18.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 56 of file image_loader.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/image_loader.h

28.19 ImageProcPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNode.
#include <image_proc_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __Args>
  ImageProcPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)
  Constructor declaration for ImageProcPolicyNode.
- void processImage (cv_bridge::CvImageConstPtr &image_ptr)
- void spinOnce ()
  Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

28.19.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type ImageProcPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.
Definition at line 44 of file image_proc_policy.h.

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
### 28.19.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

#### 28.19.2.1 template< class... __Args > ImageProcPolicyNode::ImageProcPolicyNode ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for `ImageProcPolicyNode`. Specifically, we utilize the type `_ImageProcPolicyNodeAdapterType`, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

**Template Parameters**

- **__Args** the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

**Parameters**

- **args** the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

**Note**

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

**See also**

GenericPolicyAdapter()

**Note**

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

```
auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )
```

Definition at line 46 of file image_proc_policy.h.

### 28.19.3 Member Function Documentation

#### 28.19.3.1 void ImageProcPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop. Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

**See also**

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 60 of file image_proc_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/image_proc_policy.h
28.20 quickdev_examples::ImageProcPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for ImageProcPolicyNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::ImageProcPolicyNodelet:

```
Nodelet

quickdev::Nodelet< ImageProcPolicyNode >

quickdev_examples::ImageProcPolicyNodelet
```

28.20.1 Detailed Description


Definition at line 39 of file image_proc_policy.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/image_proc_policy.cpp

28.21 unit::is_numeric< __Unit > Struct Template Reference

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool value = is_numeric_helper<__Unit>::value

28.21.1 Detailed Description

template<__class __Unit> struct unit::is_numeric<__Unit>

Definition at line 140 of file unit.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

28.22 unit::is_numeric_helper< __Unit > Struct Template Reference

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool value = false
28.22.1  Detailed Description

template<class __Unit> struct unit::is_numeric_helper<__Unit>

Definition at line 137 of file unit.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

  • quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

28.23  std::is_placeholder<details::placeholder<N>> > Struct Template Reference

28.23.1  Detailed Description

template<int N> struct std::is_placeholder<details::placeholder<N>> >

Definition at line 58 of file auto_bind.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

  • quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h

28.24  quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id1__, __Id2__ > Struct Template Reference

Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value.

#include <type_utils.h>

Static Public Attributes

  • static const bool value = false
    
    The false type for differing IDs.

28.24.1  Detailed Description

template<class __Data, __Data __Id1__, __Data __Id2__ > struct quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id1__, __Id2__ >

Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value. Specialization for two different values

Definition at line 55 of file type_utils.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

  • quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/type_utils.h
28.25 quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id__, __Id__> Struct Template Reference

Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value.

```
#include <type_utils.h>
```

### Static Public Attributes

- static const bool value = true
  
  *The true type for matching IDs.*

28.25.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Data, __Data __Id__> struct quickdev::is_same_value<__Data, __Id__, __Id__>
```

Simple utility struct to determine if two statically-known data types contain the same value. Specialization for two identical values.

Definition at line 64 of file type_utils.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/type_utils.h

28.26 JoystickPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for JoystickPolicyNode.

```
#include <joystick_policy.h>
```

### Public Member Functions

- template<class... __Args>
  
  JoystickPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)
  
  *Constructor declaration for JoystickPolicyNode.*

28.26.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for JoystickPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _JoystickPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 44 of file joystick_policy.h.
Constructor & Destructor Documentation

Constructor declaration for \c JoystickPolicyNode.
Specifically, we utilize the type \c _JoystickPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

Template Parameters

- \c __Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

- \c args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note
in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via \c __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also
GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note
the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

\begin{verbatim}
auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )
\end{verbatim}

Definition at line 46 of file joystick_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/joystick_policy.h

quickdev_examples::JoystickPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for \c JoystickPolicyNodelet.
Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::JoystickPolicyNodelet:

```
+-----------------------------
| Nodelet                      |
+-----------------------------
| quickdev::Nodelet<JoystickPolicyNode> |
+--------------------------------------
| quickdev_examples::JoystickPolicyNodelet |
```
28.27.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `JoystickPolicyNodelet`. Specifically, `JoystickPolicyNodelet` is simply a Nodelet wrapper around `JoystickPolicyNode`

Definition at line 39 of file joystick_policy.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/joystick_policy.cpp

28.28 `ros::MultiPublisher<__Publisher>` Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef std::string _Topic
- typedef std::vector<_Topic> _TopicArray
- typedef __Publisher __Publisher
- typedef PublisherAdapterStorage<__Publisher> _PublisherAdapterStorage
- typedef std::map<_Topic, __Publisher> _PublisherMap

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __Messages> MultiPublisher & addPublishers (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::initializer_list<_Topic> &topic_names_init, _PublisherAdapterStorage storage=_PublisherAdapterStorage())
- bool exists (const _Topic &topic) const
- const __Publisher & __Publisher[] (const _Topic &topic) const
- __Publisher & __Publisher[] (const _Topic &topic)
- template<class __Message, class... __Args> void publish (const _Topic &topic, const __Message &msg, const __Args &&...args) const
- void publish () const

Protected Attributes

- _PublisherMap publishers_

28.28.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 97 of file multi_publisher.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_publisher.h
28.29 MultiPublisherNode Class Reference

Public Member Functions

- MultiPublisherNode (ros::NodeHandle &nh)
  
  Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

- void spinOnce ()

- void spin ()

Public Attributes

- ros::MultiPublisher multi_pub_
- ros::Rate loop_rate_

28.29.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 42 of file multi_publisher.cpp.

28.29.2 Member Function Documentation

28.29.2.1 void MultiPublisherNode::spinOnce () [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.
Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 66 of file multi_publisher.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodes/multi_publisher.cpp

28.30 ros::MultiSubscriber< __Subscriber > Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef std::string _Topic
- typedef std::vector< _Topic > _TopicArray
- typedef __Subscriber _Subscriber
- typedef SubscriberAdapterStorage< __Subscriber > _SubscriberAdapterStorage
- typedef std::map< _Topic, __Subscriber > _SubscriberMap
Public Member Functions

- template\<class \_Message , class \_CallerBase , class \_Caller >
  MultiSubscriber & addSubscriber (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const \_Topic &topic_name, void(\_CallerBase::\*$function_ptr)(const \_Message &), \_Caller *const caller, \_SubscriberAdapterStorage storage=\_SubscriberAdapterStorage())

- template\<class \_Message >
  MultiSubscriber & addSubscriber (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const \_Topic &topic_name, const std::function< void(const boost::shared_ptr< \_Message const > &)> &callback, \_SubscriberAdapterStorage &storage)

- const bool & exists (const \_Topic &topic) const
- const \_Subscriber & operator[ ] (const \_Topic &topic) const

Protected Attributes

- \_SubscriberMap subscribers_

28.30.1 Detailed Description

template\<class \_Subscriber = ros::Subscriber > class ros::MultiSubscriber\< \_Subscriber >

Definition at line 96 of file multi_subscriber.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_subscriber.h

28.31 MultiSubscriberNode Class Reference

Public Member Functions

- MultiSubscriberNode (ros::NodeHandle &nh)
- void stringCB (const std_msgs::String::ConstPtr &msg)
- void pointCB (const geometry_msgs::Point::ConstPtr &msg)
- void spinOnce ()
  
  Function usually used as a node's main loop.

- void spin ()

Public Attributes

- ros::MultiSubscriber multi_sub_
- ros::Rate loop_rate_

28.31.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 42 of file multi_subscriber.cpp.
28.31.2 Member Function Documentation

28.31.2.1 void MultiSubscriberNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.
Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also
RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 74 of file multi_subscriber.cpp.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_examples/nodes/multi_subscriber.cpp

28.32 MultitypedLinkedList<__Types> Class Template Reference

Public Types

• typedef Container<__Types...> _Container
• typedef ContainerTypes<_Container>::Rest _RestContainer
• typedef ContainerTypes<_Container>::Front _Front
• typedef MultitypedNode<_Front, _RestContainer> _MultitypedNode

Public Member Functions

• MultitypedLinkedList (__Types &&...data)

Public Attributes

• _MultitypedNode * root_

28.32.1 Detailed Description

template<class__Types> class MultitypedLinkedList<__Types>

Definition at line 105 of file multityped_linked_list.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multityped_linked_list.h

28.33 MultitypedNode<__Data, __RestContainer> Class Template Reference

Public Types

• typedef ContainerTypes<__RestContainer>::Rest _ChildRestContainer
28.34 MultitypedNode<__Data, Container<> > Class Template Reference

• typedef ContainerTypes<__RestContainer>::Front__ChildData
• typedef MultitypedNode<__ChildData, __ChildRestContainer> __ChildMultitypedNode
• typedef __Data__Data

Public Member Functions

• template<class...__RestChildData>
  MultitypedNode (const __Data &data, __RestChildData &&...rest_child_data)

Public Attributes

• __Datadata_
• __ChildMultitypedNode*child_

Static Public Attributes

• static const bool has_child_ = true

28.33.1 Detailed Description

template<class__Data, class__RestContainer> class MultitypedNode<__Data, __RestContainer>

Definition at line 43 of file multityped_linked_list.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multityped_linked_list.h

28.34 MultitypedNode<__Data, Container<> > Class Template Reference

Public Types

• typedef Container<__Data>__Container
• typedef __Data__Data

Public Member Functions

• MultitypedNode (const __Data &data)

Public Attributes

• __Datadata_
Static Public Attributes

- static const bool has_child_ = false

### 28.34.1 Detailed Description

`template<class __Data> class MultitypedNode<__Data, Container<> >`

Definition at line 68 of file multityped_linked_list.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multityped_linked_list.h

### 28.35 quickdev::Nodelet<__DataType> Class Template Reference

#### Public Types

- typedef __DataType _DataType
- typedef Nodelet<__DataType> _Nodelet
- typedef std::function<void()> _InterruptCallback
- typedef boost::thread _Thread

#### Public Member Functions

- template<class __BaseCallerType, class __CallerType>
  void registerInterrupt(void(__BaseCallerType::*callback)(), __CallerType *caller)
- void registerInterrupt(_InterruptCallback callback)
- void onInit()
- virtual void constructData()
- virtual void spin()

#### Protected Attributes

- ros::NodeHandle nh_
- ros::NodeHandle nh_local_
- _InterruptCallback interrupt_callback_
- __DataType * data_
- _Thread * m_thread_
- volatile bool running_

### 28.35.1 Detailed Description

`template<class __DataType> class quickdev::Nodelet<__DataType>`

Definition at line 54 of file nodelet.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/nodelet.h

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
Inheritance diagram for Nodelet:

![Inheritance Diagram for Nodelet](image)

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/nodelet.h

28.37 quickdev_examples::NodeNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for NodeNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::NodeNodelet:

![Inheritance Diagram for quickdev_examples::NodeNodelet](image)
28.37.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `NodeNodelet`. Specifically, `NodeNodelet` is simply a Nodelet wrapper around `NodeNode`.

Definition at line 39 of file `node.cpp`.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_examples/nodelets/node.cpp`

28.38 `unit::NumericUnit< __Data, __Storage >` Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for `unit::NumericUnit< __Data, __Storage >`:

```
    unit::UnitBaseType
       / \                      /
  unit::UnitBase< __Data, __Storage >  unit::NumericUnit< __Data, __Storage >
```

Public Types

- `typedef UnitBase< __Data, __Storage > _Parent`

Public Member Functions

- `template<class... __ParentArgs> NumericUnit(__ParentArgs &&...parent_args)`

Private Member Functions

- `static_assert (std::is_arithmetic< __Storage >::value,"NumericUnit can only store simple numeric types.")`

28.38.1 Detailed Description

`template<class __Data, class __Storage = double> class unit::NumericUnit< __Data, __Storage >`

Definition at line 224 of file `unit.h`.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h`
28.39 quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T > Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T >:

quickdev_examples::Test2Config::AbstractParamDescription

quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T >

Public Member Functions

• **ParamDescription** (std::string name, std::string type, uint32_t level, std::string description, std::string edit_method, T Test2Config::*f)
  • virtual void **clamp** (Test2Config &config, const Test2Config &max, const Test2Config &min) const

• virtual void **calcLevel** (uint32_t &comb_level, const Test2Config &config1, const Test2Config &config2) const

• virtual void **fromServer** (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, Test2Config &config) const

• virtual void **toServer** (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, const Test2Config &config) const

• virtual bool **fromMessage** (const dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, Test2Config &config) const

• virtual void **toMessage** (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const Test2Config &config) const

• template<> void **clamp** (Test2Config &config, const Test2Config &max, const Test2Config &min) const

Public Attributes

• T Test2Config::* field

28.39.1 Detailed Description

template<class T> class quickdev_examples::Test2Config::ParamDescription< T >

Definition at line 89 of file Test2Config.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/Test2Config.h

28.40 quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription< T > Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription< T >:

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
Public Member Functions

- **ParamDescription** (std::string name, std::string type, uint32_t level, std::string description, 
  std::string edit_method, T TestConfig::*f)
- virtual void **clamp** (TestConfig &config, const TestConfig &max, const TestConfig &min) const
- virtual void **calcLevel** (uint32_t &comb_level, const TestConfig &config1, const TestConfig &config2) const
- virtual void **fromServer** (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, TestConfig &config) const
- virtual void **toServer** (const ros::NodeHandle &nh, const TestConfig &config) const
- virtual bool **fromMessage** (const dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, TestConfig &config) const
- virtual void **toMessage** (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const TestConfig &config) const
- template<> void **clamp** (TestConfig &config, const TestConfig &max, const TestConfig &min) const

Public Attributes

- TTestConfig::* field

28.40.1 Detailed Description

template<class T> class quickdev_examples::TestConfig::ParamDescription< T >

Definition at line 89 of file TestConfig.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/TestConfig.h

28.41 ros::ParamReader< __Storage, __Dim__ > Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef __Storage _Storage
- typedef std::vector< __Storage > _Array

Public Member Functions

- **ParamReader** (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &prefix, const std::string &postfix="", un- 
  signed int start_index=1)
- _Array readParams ()
Static Public Member Functions

- static _Array readParams (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &prefix, const std::string &postfix="", unsigned int start_index=1)
- static _Array readParams (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &prefix, const std::string &postfix, unsigned int start_index, const std::initializer_list<_Storage> &defaults)

Public Attributes

- ros::NodeHandle nh_
- std::string prefix_
- std::string postfix_
- unsigned int start_index_
- _Array params_

28.41.1 Detailed Description

template<class __Storage, unsigned int __Dim__ = 0> class ros::ParamReader<__Storage, __Dim__>

Definition at line 60 of file param_reader.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/param_reader.h

28.42 ros::ParamReader<__Storage, 1> Class Template Reference

Public Member Functions

- ParamReader (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &param_name="", const __Storage &default_value=__Storage())
- __Storage readParam ()

Static Public Member Functions

- static __Storage readParam (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &param_name, const __Storage &default_value=__Storage())
- static bool tryReadParam (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &param_name, __Storage &param_value)

Public Attributes

- ros::NodeHandle nh_
- std::string param_name_
- __Storage default_value_
- __Storage last_value_
28.42.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template\<\texttt{class \_\_Storage}\>} class \texttt{ros::ParamReader\<\_\_Storage, 1 \>}

Definition at line 180 of file \texttt{param_reader.h}.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/param_reader.h}

28.43 \texttt{details::placeholder\< N \>} Struct Template Reference

28.43.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template\<\texttt{int N}\>} struct \texttt{details::placeholder\< N \>}

Definition at line 50 of file \texttt{auto_bind.h}.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/auto_bind.h}

28.44 \texttt{quickdev::Policy} Class Reference

Public Member Functions

- \texttt{Policy \& getInstance ()}

- \texttt{template<\texttt{class... __Args}\>} \texttt{Policy (__Args \&\&...\_args)}

Static Public Member Functions

- \texttt{static const std::string name ()}

28.44.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 64 of file \texttt{policy.h}.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/policy.h}

28.45 \texttt{quickdev::ptr_types\< \_\_Type \>} Struct Template Reference

Simple struct to hold useful pointer types.
\texttt{#include <type\_utils.h>}

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
Public Types

- typedef boost::shared_ptr<__Type> _Shared
  
  A shared pointer for __Type.

- typedef boost::shared_ptr<__Type const> _Const
  
  A const shared pointer for __Type.

28.45.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Type> struct quickdev::ptr_types<__Type>
```

Simple struct to hold useful pointer types.

Definition at line 291 of file type_utils.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/type_utils.h

28.46 ros::PublisherAdapter<__Publisher, __Message> Class Template Reference

28.46.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Publisher, class __Message> class ros::PublisherAdapter<__Publisher, __Message>
```

Definition at line 73 of file multi_publisher.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_publisher.h

28.47 ros::PublisherAdapter<image_transport::Publisher, __Message> Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef image_transport::Publisher _Publisher

Static Public Member Functions

- static _Publisher createPublisher(ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &topic, PublisherAdapterStorage<__Publisher> &storage)
28.47.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<\texttt{class \_\_Message}> \texttt{class ros::PublisherAdapter< image\_transport::Publisher, \_\_Message >}}

Definition at line 71 of file \texttt{image\_proc\_policy.h}.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/image\_proc\_policy.h}

28.48 \texttt{ros::PublisherAdapter< ros::Publisher, \_\_Message >} Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef \texttt{ros::Publisher \_\_Publisher}

Static Public Member Functions

- static \_\_Publisher \texttt{createPublisher} (ros::NodeHandle \&\texttt{nh}, const std::string \&\texttt{topic}, PublisherAdapterStorage\texttt{< \_\_Publisher > \&storage})

28.48.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<\texttt{class \_\_Message}> \texttt{class ros::PublisherAdapter< ros::Publisher, \_\_Message >}}

Definition at line 77 of file \texttt{multi\_publisher.h}.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/multi\_publisher.h}

28.49 \texttt{ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< \_\_Publisher >} Struct Template Reference

28.49.1 Detailed Description

\texttt{template<\texttt{class \_\_Publisher}> \texttt{struct ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< \_\_Publisher >}}

Definition at line 57 of file \texttt{multi\_publisher.h}.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- \texttt{quickdev\_cpp/include/quickdev/multi\_publisher.h}
Public Types

- typedef PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher > _Parent

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __ParentArgs> PublisherAdapterStorage (const decltype(image_transport_)&image_transport, __ParentArgs &&...parent_args)

Public Attributes

- image_transport::ImageTransport * image_transport_

28.50.1 Detailed Description

template<> struct ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< image_transport::Publisher >

Definition at line 54 of file image_proc_policy.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/image_proc_policy.h

28.51 ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher > Struct Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher >:

```
  ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher >
```

```
  ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< image_transport::Publisher >
```
Public Member Functions

- `PublisherAdapterStorage (const decltype(cache_size_)&cache_size=10)`

Public Attributes

- `unsigned int cache_size_`

28.51.1 Detailed Description

template<> struct ros::PublisherAdapterStorage< ros::Publisher >

Definition at line 61 of file multi_publisher.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_publisher.h

28.52 quickdev::PublisherPolicy< __Publisher > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for PublisherPolicy.

`#include <publisher_policy.h>`

Public Member Functions

- `PublisherPolicy & getInstance ()`
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- `template<class... __Args> PublisherPolicy (__Args &&&...args)`
  
  Constructor declaration for PublisherPolicy.

- `ros::MultiPublisher< __Publisher > & getMultiPub ()`

Static Public Member Functions

- `static const std::string name ()`
  
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Private Attributes

- `ros::MultiPublisher< __Publisher > multi_pub_`
28.52 quickdev::PublisherPolicy<__Publisher> Class Template Reference

### 28.52.1 Detailed Description

```cpp
template<
class __Publisher = ros::Publisher>
class quickdev::PublisherPolicy<__Publisher>
```

Class declaration for `PublisherPolicy`. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace `PublisherPolicy_types` and inherit from the policy adapter it references: `PublisherPolicy_types::PublisherPolicyAdapter`.

Definition at line 48 of file `publisher_policy.h`.

### 28.52.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

#### 28.52.2.1 Constructor declaration

```cpp
template<
class __Publisher = ros::Publisher>
template<
class... __Args>
quickdev::PublisherPolicy<__Publisher>::PublisherPolicy(__Args&&... args)[inline]
```

Constructor declaration for `PublisherPolicy`.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace `PublisherPolicy_types` and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: `PublisherPolicy_types::PublisherPolicyAdapter`.

**Template Parameters**

- `__Args` the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

**Parameters**

- `args` the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

**Note**

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via `__Args` is a `ros::NodeHandle` due to unsupported features in GCC.

**See also**

`GenericPolicyAdapter()`

**Note**

the given `ros::NodeHandle` can be extracted via `getFirstOfTyp`:  
```cpp
class auto nh_rel = getFirstOfTyp<ros::NodeHandle>(args...);
```

Definition at line 55 of file `publisher_policy.h`.

### 28.52.3 Member Function Documentation

#### 28.52.3.1 Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

```cpp
template<
class __Publisher = ros::Publisher>
PublisherPolicy& quickdev::PublisherPolicy<__Publisher>::getInstance()[inline]
```

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent `PublisherPolicy`.
Returns

a reference to PublisherPolicy

Definition at line 50 of file publisher_policy.h.

28.52.3.2 template<class __Publisher = ros::Publisher> static const std::string quickdev::PublisherPolicy<__Publisher>::name( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"Publisher"

Definition at line 50 of file publisher_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/publisher_policy.h

28.53 PublisherPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNode.

#include <publisher_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

• PublisherPolicyNode (ros::NodeHandle &nh)
• void spinOnce ()
    
    Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

28.53.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type PublisherPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 46 of file publisher_policy.h.

28.53.2 Member Function Documentation

28.53.2.1 void PublisherPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also

RunnablePolicy
28.54 quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Definition at line 64 of file publisher_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/publisher_policy.h

28.54 quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNodelet.
Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet:

```
Nodelet
quickdev::Nodelet< PublisherPolicyNode >
quickdev_examples::PublisherPolicyNodelet
```

28.54.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for PublisherPolicyNodelet. Specifically, PublisherPolicyNodelet is simply a Nodelet wrapper around PublisherPolicyNode
Definition at line 39 of file publisher_policy.cpp.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/publisher_policy.cpp

28.55 quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicy.
#include <reconfigure_policy.h>

Public Types

- typedef __ReconfigureType _ReconfigureType
- typedef dynamic_reconfigure::Server< __ReconfigureType > _ReconfigureServer
- typedef ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType > _ReconfigurePolicy

Public Member Functions

- ReconfigurePolicy & getInstance ()
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
• template<class... __Args>
  ReconfigurePolicy (__Args &...args)
  Constructor declaration for ReconfigurePolicy.

• template<class... __Args>
  void init (__Args &...args)
  Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.

• void registerCallback (const typename _ReconfigureServer::CallbackType &external_callback)

Static Public Member Functions

• static const std::string name ()
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Static Public Attributes

• static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

Protected Attributes

• __ReconfigureType config_

Private Member Functions

• void setInitialized (const bool &value)
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.

• void reconfigureCB_0 (__ReconfigureType &config, uint32_t level)

Private Attributes

• _ReconfigureServer * server_
• _ReconfigureServer::CallbackType external_callback_
• bool initialized_
  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

28.55.1 Detailed Description

template<class __ReconfigureType> class quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<__ReconfigureType>

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace ReconfigurePolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: ReconfigurePolicy_types:: ReconfigurePolicyAdapter
28.55 quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<__ReconfigureType> Class Template Reference

Definition at line 49 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

28.55.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.55.2.1 template<class __ReconfigureType > template<class... __Args>
quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<__ReconfigureType>::ReconfigurePolicy(__Args&&... args)
[inline]

Constructor declaration for ReconfigurePolicy.
Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace ReconfigurePolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: ReconfigurePolicy_types::ReconfigurePolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType:

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>(args...)

Definition at line 66 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

28.55.3 Member Function Documentation

28.55.3.1 template<class __ReconfigureType > ReconfigurePolicy&
quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<__ReconfigureType>::getInstance()
[inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent ReconfigurePolicy

Returns

a reference to ReconfigurePolicy

Definition at line 51 of file reconfigure_policy.h.
28.55.3.2 template< class __ReconfigureType > template< class... __Args > void quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType >::init ( __Args &... args ) [inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy. Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef()

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters

args the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 74 of file reconfigure_policy.h.
Referenced by ReconfigurePolicyNode::spinFirst().

28.55.3.3 template< class __ReconfigureType > static const std::string quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType >::name( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"Reconfigure"

Definition at line 51 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

28.55.3.4 template< class __ReconfigureType > void quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType >::setInitialized( const bool & value ) [inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy. Usually called as the last line in init()

Parameters

value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 74 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

28.55.4 Member Data Documentation

28.55.4.1 template< class __ReconfigureType > bool quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy< __ReconfigureType >::initialized_ [private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.
Note

This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction

Definition at line 74 of file reconfigure_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/reconfigure_policy.h

28.56 ReconfigurePolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNode.

#include <reconfigure_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

• template<class... __Args>

  ReconfigurePolicyNode (__Args... args)
  Constructor declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNode.

• void spinFirst ()
  Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

• void spinOnce ()
  Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

• void reconfigureCB1 (_Config1 &config, uint32_t level)
• void reconfigureCB2 (_Config2 &config, uint32_t level)

28.56.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _ReconfigurePolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 51 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

28.56.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.56.2.1 template<class... __Args> ReconfigurePolicyNode::ReconfigurePolicyNode ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNode.
Specifically, we utilize the type _ReconfigurePolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

Template Parameters

  __Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.
Parameters

args  the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

```cpp
auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>(args...)
```

Definition at line 53 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

### 28.56.3 Member Function Documentation

#### 28.56.3.1 void ReconfigurePolicyNode::spinFirst () [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunnablePolicy::spin()

See also

RunnablePolicy

call init() on all initable policies initAll();
call init( ... ) on all initable policies initAll( "reconfigure_namespace_name", std::string( "reconfigure_namespace1" ) );
call init on just _ConfigReconfigurePolicy All ReconfigurePolicy instances use getMetaParamDef to look up the key "reconfigure_namespace_param" in the list of init() params and default to "reconfigure_namespace" if no matching key is found. This value is then fed into a ParamReader as the name of a param. The value of that param is then used as the reconfigure namespace.

So, when the following line is called, a ParamReader will try to find "node_name/reconfigure_namespace1" or default to "reconfigure" (let’s call the result <reconfigure_ns>) Then a dynamic reconfigure server will be set up as: node_name/<reconfigure_ns> If this function was given no arguments, the ParamReader would instead try to find "node_name/reconfigure_namespace" (since the default value for they meta-param key "reconfigure_namespace_param", as defined in ReconfigurePolicy, is "reconfigure_namespace") or default to "reconfigure", etc
call init on just _2ConfigReconfigurePolicy

do now, when we run this node using the above inits, we can do: ./node_name_reconfigure_namespace1:=reconfigure1_reconfigure_namespace2:=reconfigure2 and our two dynamic reconfigure servers will work in harmony; the server for Config will show up on /node_name/reconfigure1 and the server for Config2 will show up on /node_name/reconfigure2

Definition at line 58 of file reconfigure_policy.h.

References quickdev::ReconfigurePolicy<__ReconfigureType>::init().
28.56.3.2 void ReconfigurePolicyNode::spinOnce( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.
Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also
RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 92 of file reconfigure_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/reconfigure_policy.h

28.57 quickdev_examples::ReconfigurePolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNodelet.
Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::ReconfigurePolicyNodelet:

```
Nodelet

quickdev::Nodelet< ReconfigurePolicyNode >

quickdev_examples::ReconfigurePolicyNodelet
```

28.57.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ReconfigurePolicyNodelet. Specifically, ReconfigurePolicyNodelet is simply a
Nodelet wrapper around ReconfigurePolicyNode
Definition at line 39 of file reconfigure_policy.cpp.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/reconfigure_policy.cpp

28.58 quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy< __MotorValsMsg > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for RobotControllerPolicy.

`#include <robot_controller_policy.h>`

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
Public Types

- typedef void _EmptyMsg
- typedef TfManagerPolicy::_VelocityMsg _VelocityMsg

Public Member Functions

- **RobotControllerPolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- **template<Args...> RobotControllerPolicy (Args...&...&...args)**
  
  Constructor declaration for RobotControllerPolicy.

- **template<Args...> void init (Args...&...&...args)**
  
  Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.

- void update (const __MotorValsMsg &msg)
- void update (const typename __MotorValsMsg::ConstPtr &msg)
- tf::StampedTransform getTransformToTarget () const

Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string name ()
  
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true
  
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

Protected Attributes

- ros::MultiPublisher multi_pub_
- std::string robot_name_
- std::string world_frame_name_
- std::string robot_frame_name_
- std::string target_frame_name_
- std::string cmd_vel_topic_name_
- std::string motor_vals_topic_name_

Private Member Functions

- void postInit ()
- void setInitialized (const bool &value)
  
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
Private Attributes

- bool initialized_

  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

28.58.1 Detailed Description

template<\texttt{class\quad\_\_MotorValsMsg}\>\quad\texttt{class\quad\texttt{quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy} <\texttt{\_\_MotorValsMsg} >}

Class declaration for \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy}. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy\_types} and inherit from the policy adapter it references: \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy\_types:: RobotControllerPolicyAdapter}

Definition at line 49 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.58.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.58.2.1 template<\texttt{class\quad\_\_MotorValsMsg} >\quad\texttt{template<\texttt{class\quad...\quad\_\_Args}\> \quad\texttt{\quad\texttt{quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy} <\texttt{\_\_MotorValsMsg} >::RobotControllerPolicy (\texttt{\_\_Args\&\&...\quad\_\_Args} )\quad[\texttt{inline}]}

Constructor declaration for \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy}.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy\_types} and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: \texttt{RobotControllerPolicy\_types:: RobotControllerPolicyAdapter}

Template Parameters

\texttt{\_\_Args} the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

\texttt{\_\_Args} the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via \texttt{\_\_Args} is a \texttt{ros::NodeHandle} due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

\texttt{GenericPolicyAdapter()}

Note

the given \texttt{ros::NodeHandle} can be extracted via \texttt{getFirstOfType()}:

\begin{verbatim}
 auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )
\end{verbatim}

Definition at line 69 of file robot_controller_policy.h.
28.58.3 Member Function Documentation

28.58.3.1 template< class __MotorValsMsg > RobotControllerPolicy&
    quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy< __MotorValsMsg >::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent RobotControllerPolicy

Returns
    a reference to RobotControllerPolicy

Definition at line 51 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.58.3.2 template< class __MotorValsMsg > template< class... __Args > void
    quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy< __MotorValsMsg >::init ( __Args &&... args )
    [inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.
Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef()

Template Parameters
    __Args  the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters
    args  the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 85 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.58.3.3 template< class __MotorValsMsg > static const std::string
    quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy< __MotorValsMsg >::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns
    "RobotController"

Definition at line 51 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.58.3.4 template< class __MotorValsMsg > void quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy<
    __MotorValsMsg >::setInitialized ( const bool & value ) [inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
Usually called as the last line in init()
Parameters

value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 85 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.58.4 Member Data Documentation

28.58.4.1 template <class __MotorValsMsg > bool quickdev::RobotControllerPolicy<__MotorValsMsg >::initialized_ [private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

Note

This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction

Definition at line 85 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/robot_controller_policy.h

28.59 RobotControllerPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for RobotControllerPolicyNode.

#include <robot_controller_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

• template<class... __Args>
  RobotControllerPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)

  Constructor declaration for RobotControllerPolicyNode.

• void spinFirst ()

  Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

• void spinOnce ()

  Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

28.59.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for RobotControllerPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _-RobotControllerPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 46 of file robot_controller_policy.h.
28.59.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.59.2.1 template<class... __Args > RobotControllerPolicyNode::RobotControllerPolicyNode ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for RobotControllerPolicyNode.

Specifically, we utilize the type _RobotControllerPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 48 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.59.3 Member Function Documentation

28.59.3.1 void RobotControllerPolicyNode::spinFirst ( ) [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunnablePolicy::spin()

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 51 of file robot_controller_policy.h.

28.59.3.2 void RobotControllerPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also

RunnablePolicy
Definition at line 56 of file robot_controller_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/robot_controller_policy.h

### 28.60 quickdev_examples::RobotControllerPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for `RobotControllerPolicyNodelet`.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::RobotControllerPolicyNodelet:

```
+-------------------+-------------------+
| Nodelet           | quickdev::Nodelet<RobotControllerPolicyNode> |
|                   | quickdev_examples::RobotControllerPolicyNodelet |
```

### 28.60.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `RobotControllerPolicyNodelet`. Specifically, `RobotControllerPolicyNodelet` is simply a Nodelet wrapper around `RobotControllerPolicyNode`

Definition at line 39 of file robot_controller_policy.cpp.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/robot_controller_policy.cpp

### 28.61 quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg> Class Template Reference

**Public Member Functions**

- `RobotDriverPolicy & getInstance ()`
  
  *Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.*

- `template<class... __Args>
  void init (__Args &&...args)`
  
  *Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.*

**Static Public Member Functions**

- static const std::string name ()
Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

Protected Types

- typedef MessageCallbackPolicy<__MotorValsMsg>_MessageCallbackPolicy
- typedef GenericPolicyAdapter< NodeHandlePolicy, TimedPolicy<>,_MessageCallbackPolicy>_PolicyAdapter
- typedef void __EmptyMsg

Protected Member Functions

- template<class... Args>
  RobotDriverPolicy (__Args &...args)

Protected Attributes

- MessageCache<__MotorValsMsg> motor_vals_msg_cache_
- ros::MultiSubscriber multi_sub_
- ros::MultiPublisher multi_pub_
- std::string robot_name_
- std::string motor_vals_topic_name_

Private Member Functions

- void postInit ()
- void setInitialized (const bool &value)
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
- void motorValsCB (const typename __MotorValsMsg::ConstPtr &msg)

Private Attributes

- bool initialized_
  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

28.61.1 Detailed Description

template<class __MotorValsMsg> class quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg>

Definition at line 50 of file robot_driver_policy.h.
28.61.2 Member Function Documentation

28.61.2.1 template<class __MotorValsMsg > RobotDriverPolicy& quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg >::getInstance() [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent RobotDriverPolicy

Returns

a reference to RobotDriverPolicy

Definition at line 52 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.61.2.2 template<class __MotorValsMsg > template<class... __Args> void quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg >::init (__Args&&... args ) [inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.
Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef()

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters

args the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 86 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.61.2.3 template<class __MotorValsMsg > static const std::string quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg >::name() [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"RobotDriver"

Definition at line 52 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.61.2.4 template<class __MotorValsMsg > void quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<__MotorValsMsg >::setInitialized ( const bool & value ) [inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
Usually called as the last line in init()

Parameters

value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 86 of file robot_driver_policy.h.
28.61.3 Member Data Documentation

28.61.3.1 template<class __MotorValsMsg > bool quickdev::RobotDriverPolicy<
    __MotorValsMsg >::initialized_ [private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

Note
   This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction

Definition at line 86 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

   • quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/robot_driver_policy.h

28.62 RobotDriverPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNode.

#include <robot_driver_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

• template<class... __Args>
   RobotDriverPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)
   Constructor declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNode.

• void spinFirst ()
   Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

• void spinOnce ()
   Function usually used as a node's main loop.

28.62.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _RobotDriverPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 46 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.62.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.62.2.1 template<class... __Args> RobotDriverPolicyNode::RobotDriverPolicyNode ( __Args 
    &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNode.

Specifically, we utilize the type _RobotDriverPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.
Template Parameters

__Args  the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args  the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 48 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.62.3 Member Function Documentation

28.62.3.1 void RobotDriverPolicyNode::spinFirst ( ) [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.
Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunablePolicy::spin()

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 51 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

28.62.3.2 void RobotDriverPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.
Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 56 of file robot_driver_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/robot_driver_policy.h
28.63 quickdev_examples::RobotDriverPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNodelet.
Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::RobotDriverPolicyNodelet:

```
+----------------+                     +----------------+
| Nodelet         |                     | Nodelet         |
| quickdev::Nodelet< RobotDriverPolicyNode > | Nodelet< RobotDriverPolicyNode > |
| quickdev::Nodelet< RobotDriverPolicyNode > | Nodelet         |
+----------------+                     +----------------+
```

28.63.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for RobotDriverPolicyNodelet. Specifically, RobotDriverPolicyNodelet is simply a Nodelet wrapper around RobotDriverPolicyNode
Definition at line 39 of file robot_driver_policy.cpp.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/robot_driver_policy.cpp

28.64 quickdev::RunnablePolicy Class Reference

Class declaration for RunnablePolicy.
#include <runable_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

- RunnablePolicy & getInstance ()
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- template<class... __Args>
  RunnablePolicy (__Args &&...args)

  Constructor declaration for RunnablePolicy.

- void preInit ()
- virtual void spinFirst ()
- virtual void spinOnce ()
- virtual void spin ()
- virtual void interrupt ()
Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string name ()
  
  *Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.*

Protected Attributes

- ros::Rate *loop_rate_
- bool run_

28.64.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `RunnablePolicy`. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace `RunnablePolicy_types` and inherit from the policy adapter it references: `RunnablePolicy_types::RunnablePolicyAdapter`

Definition at line 47 of file runable_policy.h.

28.64.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.64.2.1 template<
  class... __Args
>
quickdev::RunnablePolicy::RunnablePolicy ( __Args &&...
  args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for `RunnablePolicy`.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace `RunnablePolicy_types` and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: `RunnablePolicy_types::RunnablePolicyAdapter`

Template Parameters

- `__Args` the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

- `args` the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via `__Args` is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via `getFirstOfType()`:

  auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 55 of file runable_policy.h.
28.64.3  Member Function Documentation

28.64.3.1  RunablePolicy& quickdev::RunablePolicy::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent RunablePolicy

Returns

a reference to RunablePolicy

Definition at line 49 of file runable_policy.h.

28.64.3.2  static const std::string quickdev::RunablePolicy::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"Runable"

Definition at line 49 of file runable_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/runable_policy.h

28.65  quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicy.

#include <service_client_policy.h>

Public Types

• typedef __Service::Request _ServiceRequest
• typedef __Service::Response _ServiceResponse

Public Member Functions

• ServiceClientPolicy & getInstance ( )
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

• template<class... __Args>
  ServiceClientPolicy (__Args &&...args)
  
  Constructor declaration for ServiceClientPolicy.

• template<class... __Args>
  void init (__Args &&...args)
Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.

- `const bool & connectToService (const bool &show_status_on_success=false)`
  Attempt to connect to the service.

- `bool callService (_Service &service, const ros::Duration &wait_time=ros::Duration(_DEF_-callService_wait_time), unsigned int attempts=_DEF_callService_attempts)`
  Attempt to call the service.

- `bool callService (_ServiceRequest &request, _ServiceResponse &response, const ros::Duration &wait_time=ros::Duration(_DEF_callService_wait_time), unsigned int attempts=_DEF_-callService_attempts)`
  Expanded version of callService.

### Static Public Member Functions

- `static const std::string name ()`
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

### Static Public Attributes

- `static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true`
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

### Private Member Functions

- `void setInitialized (const bool &value)`
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.

### Private Attributes

- `ros::ServiceClient client_`
- `boost::mutex service_mutex_`
- `std::string service_name_`
- `std::string service_topic_name_`
- `bool is_valid_`
- `bool initialized_`

  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

### Static Private Attributes

- `static const double _DEF_callService_wait_time = 2.0`
- `static const unsigned int _DEF_callService_attempts = 1`
28.65.1 Detailed Description

template<class __Service, unsigned int __Id__ = 0> class quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace ServiceClientPolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: ServiceClientPolicy_types::ServiceClientPolicyAdapter

Definition at line 49 of file service_client_policy.h.

28.65.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.65.2.1 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> template<class... __Args> quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::ServiceClientPolicy (__Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for ServiceClientPolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace ServiceClientPolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: ServiceClientPolicy_types::ServiceClientPolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 67 of file service_client_policy.h.

28.65.3 Member Function Documentation

28.65.3.1 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> bool quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::callService (__Service & service, const ros::Duration & wait_time = ros::Duration(_DEF_callService_wait_time ), unsigned int attempts = _DEF_callService_attempts ) [inline]

Attempt to call the service.
• If the service is not available, attempt to connect

**Parameters**

- `attempts` times before aborting, waiting
- `wait_time` seconds in between each attempt
  - if `attempts` is 0, try indefinitely

**Returns**

false if aborted, otherwise return the result of the service call

Definition at line 124 of file service_client_policy.h.

Referenced by ServiceClientPolicyNode::spinOnce().

### 28.65.3.2 template<

`quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< _Service, __Id__ >::callService ( _ServiceRequest & request, _ServiceResponse & response, const ros::Duration & wait_time = ros::Duration( _DEF_callService_wait_time ), unsigned int attempts = _DEF_callService_attempts ) [inline]

Expanded version of callService.

Takes

**Parameters**

- `service.request` and
- `service.response` as arguments instead of just `service`

**Returns**

the result of the service call or false if the connection failed

Definition at line 132 of file service_client_policy.h.

### 28.65.3.3 template<

`quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< _Service, __Id__ >::connectToService ( const bool & show_status_on_success = false ) [inline]

Attempt to connect to the service.

• Print warnings if the connection attempt failed

  – If

**Parameters**

- `show_status_on_success` and the attempt to connect succeeded, show that info

**Returns**

is_valid_, the state of the service connection

Definition at line 98 of file service_client_policy.h.
28.65.3.4 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> ServiceClientPolicy& quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::getInstance( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent ServiceClientPolicy

Returns
   a reference to ServiceClientPolicy

Definition at line 51 of file service_client_policy.h.

28.65.3.5 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> template<class... __Args> void quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::init(__Args&&... args) [inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.
Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef()

Template Parameters
   __Args the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters
   __Args the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 77 of file service_client_policy.h.
Referenced by ServiceClientPolicyNode::spinFirst().

28.65.3.6 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> static const std::string quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::name( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns
   "ServiceClient"

Definition at line 51 of file service_client_policy.h.

28.65.3.7 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> void quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::setInitialized(const bool & value) [inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
Usually called as the last line in init()

Parameters
   value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 77 of file service_client_policy.h.
28.65.4 Member Data Documentation

28.65.4.1 template<class __Service, unsigned int __Id__ = 0> bool quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::initialized_ [private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

Note

This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction.

Definition at line 77 of file service_client_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/service_client_policy.h

28.66 ServiceClientPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNode.

#include <service_client_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __Args> ServiceClientPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)

Constructor declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNode.

- void spinFirst ()

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

- void spinOnce ()

Function usually used as a node's main loop.

Private Attributes

- bool mode_

28.66.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _- ServiceClientPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 51 of file service_client_policy.h.
28.66.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.66.2.1 template< class... __Args > ServiceClientPolicyNode::ServiceClientPolicyNode ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNode.
Specifically, we utilize the type _ServiceClientPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the con-
structor for the node adapter it aliases.

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to 
unsupported features in GCC.

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args ... )

Definition at line 56 of file service_client_policy.h.

28.66.3 Member Function Documentation

28.66.3.1 void ServiceClientPolicyNode::spinFirst ( ) [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.
Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunnablePolicy::spin()

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 61 of file service_client_policy.h.

References quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< __Service, __Id__ >::init().

28.66.3.2 void ServiceClientPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.
Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy
See also
RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 69 of file service_client_policy.h.

References quickdev::ServiceClientPolicy< __Service, __Id__ >::callService().

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/service_client_policy.h

28.67 quickdev_examples::ServiceClientPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::ServiceClientPolicyNodelet:

```
    Nodelet
    ↓
quickdev::Nodelet<ServiceClientPolicyNode>
    ↓
quickdev_examples::ServiceClientPolicyNodelet
```

28.67.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ServiceClientPolicyNodelet. Specifically, ServiceClientPolicyNodelet is simply a
Nodelet wrapper around ServiceClientPolicyNode

Definition at line 39 of file service_client_policy.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/service_client_policy.cpp

28.68 quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicy.

```
#include <service_server_policy.h>
```

Public Member Functions

- **ServiceServerPolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  *Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.*
• template<class... __Args>
  ServiceServerPolicy (__Args &&...args)
  Constructor declaration for ServiceServerPolicy.

• template<class... __Args>
  void init (__Args &&...args)
  Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.

**Static Public Member Functions**

• static const std::string name ()
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

**Static Public Attributes**

• static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

**Protected Types**

• typedef __Service::Request _ServiceRequest
• typedef __Service::Response _ServiceResponse
• typedef ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > _ServiceServerPolicy
• typedef ServiceCallbackPolicy< __Service > _ServiceCallbackPolicy

**Protected Attributes**

• ros::ServiceServer server_

**Private Member Functions**

• void setInitialized (const bool &value)
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.

• bool serviceCB (typename __Service::Request &request, typename __Service::Response &response)

**Private Attributes**

• bool initialized_
  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.
28.68 quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ > Class Template Reference

28.68.1 Detailed Description

```cpp
template<class __Service, unsigned int __Id__ = 0> class quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ >
```

Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private namespace" ServiceServerPolicyAdapter< __Service > and inherit from the policy adapter it references: ServiceServerPolicyAdapter< __Service >::type

Definition at line 51 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.68.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.68.2.1 ```cpp
template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> template<class... __Args>
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ >::ServiceServerPolicy ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]
```

Constructor declaration for ServiceServerPolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private namespace" ServiceServerPolicyAdapter< __Service > and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: ServiceServerPolicyAdapter< __Service >::type

Template Parameters

- __Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

- args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

```cpp
auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )
```

Definition at line 63 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.68.3 Member Function Documentation

28.68.3.1 ```cpp
ServiceServerPolicy&
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy< __Service, __Id__ >::getInstance ( ) [inline]
```

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent ServiceServerPolicy
Returns

a reference to ServiceServerPolicy

Definition at line 53 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.68.3.2 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> template<class... __Args> void quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::init(__Args&&... args)[inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.
Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef()

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters

args the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 70 of file service_server_policy.h.
Referenced by ServiceServerPolicyNode::spinFirst().

28.68.3.3 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> static const std::string quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::name()[inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

*ServiceServer*

Definition at line 53 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.68.3.4 template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> void quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::setInitialized(const bool& value)[inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.
Usually called as the last line in init()

Parameters

value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 70 of file service_server_policy.h.
28.69 quickdev::ServiceServerPolicyAdapter<__Service> Struct Template Reference

28.68.4 Member Data Documentation

28.68.4.1 `template<class __Service , unsigned int __Id__ = 0> bool 
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::initialized_[private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

Note
This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction

Definition at line 70 of file service_server_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/service_server_policy.h

28.69 quickdev::ServiceServerPolicyAdapter<__Service> Struct Template Reference

The "private" namespace for ServiceServerPolicy.

#include <service_server_policy.h>

Public Types

- typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter<NodeHandlePolicy, ServiceCallbackPolicy<__Service>> type

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ServiceServerPolicy.

28.69.1 Detailed Description

`template<class __Service> struct quickdev::ServiceServerPolicyAdapter<__Service>

The "private" namespace for ServiceServerPolicy. A special alternative means of declaring a "private namespace" used when a typed policy has parent policies which depend on one or more of its types. Specifically, we create this struct instead of creating

ServiceServerPolicy_types

Definition at line 48 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.69.2 Member Typedef Documentation

28.69.2.1 `template<class __Service> typedef quickdev::GenericPolicyAdapter<NodeHandlePolicy, ServiceCallbackPolicy<__Service>> >
quickdev::ServiceServerPolicyAdapter<__Service>::type

The type of GenericPolicyAdapter used by ServiceServerPolicy.
Specifically, `ServiceServerPolicy` utilizes: `NodeHandlePolicy`, `ServiceCallbackPolicy`<__Service>.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/service_server_policy.h`

## 28.70 `ServiceServerPolicyNode` Class Reference

Class declaration for `ServiceServerPolicyNode`.

```
#include <service_server_policy.h>
```

### Public Member Functions

- `template<
    class... __Args>
ServiceServerPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)

Constructor declaration for `ServiceServerPolicyNode`.

- `void spinFirst ()`

Function usually used for node/policy initialization.

- `bool service1CB (_Service1::Request &request, _Service1::Response &response)`
- `bool service2CB (_Service2::Request &request, _Service2::Response &response)`

## 28.70.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `ServiceServerPolicyNode`. Specifically, we utilize the type `_ServiceServerPolicyNodeAdapterType`, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 51 of file `service_server_policy.h`.

## 28.70.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

#### 28.70.2.1 `template<
    class... __Args> ServiceServerPolicyNode::ServiceServerPolicyNode ( __Args &... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for `ServiceServerPolicyNode`.

Specifically, we utilize the type `_ServiceServerPolicyNodeAdapterType`, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

### Template Parameters

- `__Args` the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

### Parameters

- `args` the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.
Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 53 of file service_server_policy.h.

28.70.3 Member Function Documentation

28.70.3.1 void ServiceServerPolicyNode::spinFirst() [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.
Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunnablePolicy::spin()

See also

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 56 of file service_server_policy.h.

References quickdev::ServiceServerPolicy<__Service, __Id__>::init().

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/include/quickdev_examples/service_server_policy.h

28.71 quickdev_examples::ServiceServerPolicyNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicyNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_examples::ServiceServerPolicyNodelet:

```
   Nodelet
   
quickdev::Nodelet<ServiceServerPolicyNode>

quickdev_examples::ServiceServerPolicyNodelet
```

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
28.71.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for ServiceServerPolicyNodelet. Specifically, ServiceServerPolicyNodelet is simply a Nodelet wrapper around ServiceServerPolicyNode.

Definition at line 39 of file service_server_policy.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/nodelets/service_server_policy.cpp

28.72 SomeClass Class Reference

28.72.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 39 of file some_class.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_demo/include/qd_demo/some_class.h

28.73 quickdev_demo::SomeDemoNodelet Class Reference

Class declaration for SomeDemoNodelet.

Inheritance diagram for quickdev_demo::SomeDemoNodelet:

```
  Nodelet

quickdev::Nodelet< SomeDemoNode >

quickdev_demo::SomeDemoNodelet
```

28.73.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for SomeDemoNodelet. Specifically, SomeDemoNodelet is simply a Nodelet wrapper around SomeDemoNode.

Definition at line 44 of file some_demo.cpp.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_demo/nodelets/some_demo.cpp

28.74 SomeExamplePolicy Class Reference

Class declaration for SomeExamplePolicy.

```c
#include <some_example_policy.h>
```
Public Member Functions

- **SomeExamplePolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  *Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.*

- **template<class... __Args>**
  
  **SomeExamplePolicy (__Args &... args)**
  
  *Constructor declaration for SomeExamplePolicy.*

Static Public Member Functions

- **static const std::string name ()**
  
  *Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.*

28.74.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for SomeExamplePolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SomeExamplePolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: SomeExamplePolicy_types::SomeExamplePolicyAdapter

Definition at line 81 of file some_example_policy.h.

28.74.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.74.2.1 **template<class... __Args> SomeExamplePolicy::SomeExamplePolicy ( __Args &... args ) [inline]**

Constructor declaration for SomeExamplePolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SomeExamplePolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: SomeExamplePolicy_types::SomeExamplePolicyAdapter

**Template Parameters**

- __Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

**Parameters**

- args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

**Note**

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

**See also**

GenericPolicyAdapter()

**Note**

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... }

Definition at line 96 of file some_example_policy.h.

28.74.3 Member Function Documentation

28.74.3.1 SomeExamplePolicy& SomeExamplePolicy::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.  
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent SomeExamplePolicy

Returns

a reference to SomeExamplePolicy

Definition at line 85 of file some_example_policy.h.

28.74.3.2 static const std::string SomeExamplePolicy::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"SomeExample"

Definition at line 85 of file some_example_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

* quickdev_demo/include/qd_demo/some_example_policy.h

28.75 SomeOtherExamplePolicy Class Reference

Class declaration for SomeOtherExamplePolicy.
#include <some_other_example_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

- **SomeOtherExamplePolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- **template<class... __Args>
  SomeOtherExamplePolicy (__Args &&...args)**
  
  Constructor declaration for SomeOtherExamplePolicy.
Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string name ()

  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

28.75.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for SomeOtherExamplePolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types:: SomeOtherExamplePolicyAdapter

Definition at line 81 of file some_other_example_policy.h.

28.75.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.75.2.1 template <class... __Args> SomeOtherExamplePolicy::SomeOtherExamplePolicy ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for SomeOtherExamplePolicy.
Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: SomeOtherExamplePolicy_types:: SomeOtherExamplePolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

- __Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

- args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>({ args... })

Definition at line 96 of file some_other_example_policy.h.

28.75.3 Member Function Documentation

28.75.3.1 SomeOtherExamplePolicy& SomeOtherExamplePolicy::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent SomeOtherExamplePolicy
Returns

a reference to SomeOtherExamplePolicy

Definition at line 85 of file some_other_example_policy.h.

28.75.3.2 static const std::string SomeOtherExamplePolicy::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"SomeOtherExample"

Definition at line 85 of file some_other_example_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_demo/include/qd_demo/some_other_example_policy.h

28.76 ros::SubscriberAdapter< __Subscriber > Class Template Reference

28.76.1 Detailed Description

template<class __Subscriber> class ros::SubscriberAdapter< __Subscriber >

Definition at line 68 of file multi_subscriber.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_subscriber.h

28.77 ros::SubscriberAdapter< image_transport::Subscriber > Class Template Reference

Public Types

• typedef image_transport::Subscriber __Subscriber

Static Public Member Functions

• template<class __Message >
  static __Subscriber createSubscriber (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &topic, const std::function< void(const boost::shared_ptr< __Message const > &)> &callback, Subscriber(AdapterStorage< __Subscriber > &storage)
28.77.1 Detailed Description

template<> class ros::SubscriberAdapter< image_transport::Subscriber >

Definition at line 105 of file image_proc_policy.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/image_proc_policy.h

28.78 ros::SubscriberAdapter< ross::Subscriber > Class Template Reference

Public Types

- typedef ross::Subscriber _Subscriber

Static Public Member Functions

- template<class __Message >
  static _Subscriber createSubscriber (ros::NodeHandle &nh, const std::string &topic, const std::function< void(const boost::shared_ptr< __Message const > &) > &callback, SubscriberAdapterStorage< _Subscriber > &storage)

28.78.1 Detailed Description

template<> class ros::SubscriberAdapter< ross::Subscriber >

Definition at line 72 of file multi_subscriber.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_subscriber.h

28.79 ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage< __Subscriber > Struct Template Reference

28.79.1 Detailed Description

template<class __Subscriber> struct ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage< __Subscriber >

Definition at line 52 of file multi_subscriber.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_subscriber.h
### 28.80 ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber> Struct Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber>:

```
+---------------------------+---------------------------+
| ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> | ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber> |
+---------------------------+---------------------------+
```

#### Public Types

- typedef `SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> _Parent`

#### Public Member Functions

- template<class... __ParentArgs>
  `SubscriberAdapterStorage(const decltype(image_transport_)&image_transport, __ParentArgs &&...parent_args)`

#### Public Attributes

- `image_transport::ImageTransport *image_transport`

### 28.80.1 Detailed Description

`template<> struct ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber>`

Definition at line 89 of file `image_proc_policy.h`.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/image_proc_policy.h`

### 28.81 ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> Struct Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber>:

```
+---------------------------+---------------------------+
| ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<ros::Subscriber> | ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage<image_transport::Subscriber> |
+---------------------------+---------------------------+
```
Public Member Functions

- **SubscriberAdapterStorage** (const decltype(cache_size_)&cache_size=10)

Public Attributes

- unsigned int **cache_size**

28.81.1 Detailed Description

```cpp
template<> struct ros::SubscriberAdapterStorage< ros::Subscriber >
```

Definition at line 56 of file multi_subscriber.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/multi_subscriber.h

28.82 quickdev::SubscriberPolicy< __Subscriber > Class Template Reference

Class declaration for SubscriberPolicy.
```cpp
#include <subscriber_policy.h>
```

Public Member Functions

- **SubscriberPolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- **template<class... __Args> SubscriberPolicy (__Args &&...args)**
  
  Constructor declaration for SubscriberPolicy.

- **ros::MultiSubscriber< __Subscriber > & getMultiSub ()**

Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string **name ()**
  
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Private Attributes

- **ros::MultiSubscriber< __Subscriber > **multi_sub_**
28.82.1 Detailed Description

template< class __Subscriber = ros::Subscriber > class quickdev::SubscriberPolicy< __Subscriber >

Class declaration for SubscriberPolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SubscriberPolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: SubscriberPolicy_types::SubscriberPolicyAdapter

Definition at line 48 of file subscriber_policy.h.

28.82.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.82.2.1 template< class __Subscriber = ros::Subscriber > template< class... __Args >

quickdev::SubscriberPolicy< __Subscriber >::SubscriberPolicy ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for SubscriberPolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace SubscriberPolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: SubscriberPolicy_types::SubscriberPolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 55 of file subscriber_policy.h.

28.82.3 Member Function Documentation

28.82.3.1 template< class __Subscriber = ros::Subscriber > SubscriberPolicy&

quickdev::SubscriberPolicy< __Subscriber >::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent SubscriberPolicy
Returns

a reference to SubscriberPolicy

Definition at line 50 of file subscriber_policy.h.

28.82.3.2  template< class __Subscriber = ros::Subscriber> static const std::string
quickdev::SubscriberPolicy< __Subscriber >::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"Subscriber"

Definition at line 50 of file subscriber_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/subscriber_policy.h

28.83 quickdev_examples::Test2Config Class Reference

Classes

- class AbstractParamDescription
- class ParamDescription

Public Types

- typedef boost::shared_ptr< AbstractParamDescription > AbstractParamDescriptionPtr
- typedef boost::shared_ptr< const AbstractParamDescription > AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr

Public Member Functions

- bool __fromMessage__ (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg)
- void __toMessage__ (dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const std::vector< AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr > &__param_descriptions__) const
- void __toServer__ (const ros::NodeHandle &nh) const
- void __fromServer__ (const ros::NodeHandle &nh)
- void __clamp__ ()
- uint32_t __level__ (const Test2Config &config) const

Static Public Member Functions

- static const dynamic_reconfigure::ConfigDescription & __getDescriptionMessage__ ()
- static const Test2Config & __getDefault__ ()
- static const Test2Config & __getMax__ ()
- static const Test2Config & __getMin__ ()
- static const std::vector< AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr > & __getParamDescriptions__ ()
Public Attributes

• double test2_val

Static Private Member Functions

• static const Test2ConfigStatics *__get_statics__()  

28.83.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 61 of file Test2Config.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/Test2Config.h

28.84 quickdev_examples::Test2ConfigStatics Class Reference

Static Private Member Functions

• static const Test2ConfigStatics *get_instance()  

Private Attributes

• std::vector<Test2Config::AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr> __param_descriptions__
• Test2Config __max__
• Test2Config __min__
• Test2Config __default__
• dynamic_reconfigure::ConfigDescription __description_message__

Friends

• class Test2Config

28.84.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 232 of file Test2Config.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/Test2Config.h

28.85 quickdev_examples::TestConfig Class Reference

Classes

• class AbstractParamDescription
• class ParamDescription

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
Public Types

- typedef boost::shared_ptr<AbstractParamDescription> AbstractParamDescriptionPtr
- typedef boost::shared_ptr<const AbstractParamDescription> AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr

Public Member Functions

- bool __fromMessage__(dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg)
- void __toMessage__(dynamic_reconfigure::Config &msg, const std::vector<AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr> &__param_descriptions__) const
- void __toServer__(const ros::NodeHandle &nh) const
- void __fromServer__(const ros::NodeHandle &nh)
- void __clamp__() const
- uint32_t __level__(const TestConfig &config) const

Static Public Member Functions

- static const dynamic_reconfigure::ConfigDescription &__getDescriptionMessage__() const
- static const TestConfig &__getDefault__() const
- static const TestConfig &__getMax__() const
- static const TestConfig &__getMin__() const
- static const std::vector<AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr> &__getParamDescriptions__() const

Public Attributes

- double test_val

Static Private Member Functions

- static const TestConfigStatics* __get_statics__() const

28.85.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 61 of file TestConfig.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/TestConfig.h

28.86 quickdev_examples::TestConfigStatics Class Reference

Static Private Member Functions

- static const TestConfigStatics* get_instance() const
Private Attributes

- std::vector<TestConfig::AbstractParamDescriptionConstPtr> __param_descriptions__
- TestConfig __max__
- TestConfig __min__
- TestConfig __default__
- dynamic_reconfigure::ConfigDescription __description_message__

Friends

- class TestConfig

28.86.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 232 of file TestConfig.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_examples/cfg/cpp/quickdev_examples/TestConfig.h

28.87 quickdev::TfManagerPolicy Class Reference

A policy used to store and update multiple tf frames

- Subscribes to a command velocity
- Owns a TfManager
- Publishes all owned frames on update
- Allows updating of frames based on command velocity or direct update.

#include <tf_manager_policy.h>

Public Types

- typedef geometry_msgs::Twist _VelocityMsg
  
  Alias for a ROS velocity message.

Public Member Functions

- TfManagerPolicy & getInstance ()
  
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- template<__Args...> TfManagerPolicy (__Args &&...args)
  
  Constructor declaration for TfManagerPolicy.
• **void postInit ()**
  Create our publishers / subscribers after reading any meta-params.

• **template<class... __Args> void init (__Args &...args)**
  Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy.

• **void cmdVelCB (const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg)**
  Callback for velocity messages.

• **void update ()**
  Publish all transforms stored in our TfManager.

• **void updateFrames (const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg)**
  Transform all locally-cached TF frames by the velocity encoded in the given message pointer.

• **template<class... __Rest> void updateFrames (const TfManager::_TfFrameId &frame_id, const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg, __Rest &...rest)**
  Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

• **template<class... __Rest> void updateFrames (const TfManager::_TfFrameId &frame_id, const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg, const TimedPolicy<>::_Duration &dt, __Rest &...rest)**
  Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

• **template<class... __Rest> void updateFrames (const TfManager::_Transform &transform, __Rest &...rest)**
  Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

• **void updateFrames () const**
  Bottom level in the updateFrames recursion.

• **template<class... __Rest> void registerFrames (const TfManager::_TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const TfManager::_TfFrameId &to_frame_id, __Rest &...rest)**
  Register a transform with our TfManager so that it can be looked up locally.

• **void registerFrames () const**
  Bottom level in registerFrames recursion.

• **TfManager::_Transform updateFrameFromVelocity (const TfManager::_TfFrameId &frame_id, const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg, const TimedPolicy<>::_Duration &dt) const**
  Update a single frame (specified by id) given a velocity and duration.

• **void updateFramesFromVelocity (const std::initializer_list<TfManager::_TfFrameId> &frame_ids, const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr &msg, const TimedPolicy<>::_Duration &dt)**
  Update a set of frames (specified by id) given a velocity and duration.
Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string name ()
  
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Public Attributes

- MessageCache<_VelocityMsg > velocity_msg_cache_
  
  Thread-safe message cache for incoming velocity messages.

- std::string cmd_vel_topic_name_
  
  The name of the topic on which velocity messages are being published.

- TfManager tf_manager_
  
  Object used to locally cache and modify TF frames prior to publishing.

- ros::MultiSubscriber multi_sub_
  
  Our multi-topic subscriber.

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool HAS_INIT_ = true
  
  Used to determine whether a policy is initializable.

Private Member Functions

- void setInitialized (const bool &value)
  
  Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy.

Private Attributes

- bool initialized_
  
  Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

28.87.1 Detailed Description

A policy used to store and update multiple tf frames

- Subscribes to a command velocity
- Owns a TfManager
- Publishes all owned frames on update
- Allows updating of frames based on command velocity or direct update.
Class declaration for TfManagerPolicy
Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace TfManagerPolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: TfManagerPolicy_types:: TfManagerPolicyAdapter
Definition at line 65 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.87.2.1 template <class... __Args> quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::TfManagerPolicy ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for TfManagerPolicy.
Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace TfManagerPolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: TfManagerPolicy_types:: TfManagerPolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note
in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also
GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note
the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 84 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3 Member Function Documentation

28.87.3.1 TfManagerPolicy& quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent TfManagerPolicy

Returns
a reference to TfManagerPolicy

Definition at line 67 of file tf_manager_policy.h.
28.87.3.2 template<class... __Args> void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::init ( __Args &&... args ) [inline]

Used to pass any post-construction values, usually meta-params, to this policy. Meta-params passed through this function can be extracted with getFirstOfType(), getMetaParam(), or getMetaParamDef().

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of types associated with args

Parameters

args the variadic template of values given to this policy to parse, if applicable

Definition at line 99 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.3 static const std::string quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::name ( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns "TfManager"

Definition at line 67 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.4 template<class... __Rest> void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::registerFrames ( const TfManager::_TfFrameId & from_frame_id, const TfManager::_TfFrameId & to_frame_id, __Rest &&... rest ) [inline]

Register a transform with our TfManager so that it can be looked up locally.

Parameters

from_frame_id : the name of the parent frame
to_frame_id : the name of the child framerest : the rest of the parameters in the variadic template

Definition at line 204 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.5 void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::setInitialized ( const bool & value ) [inline, private]

Used to set the initialization state of an initializable policy. Usually called as the last line in init().

Parameters

value the new initialization state of this policy

Definition at line 99 of file tf_manager_policy.h.
28.87.3.6  
TfManager::_Transform quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::updateFrameFromVelocity (  
    const TfManager::_TfFrameId & frame_id,  
    const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr & msg,  
    const TimedPolicy<>::_Duration & dt ) const [inline]

Update a single frame (specified by id) given a velocity and duration.

Parameters

   frame_id : the frame to update
   msg : the velocity message to pull values from
   dt : the duration during which the given velocity was experienced

Definition at line 225 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.7  
template<typename... __Rest>  
void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::updateFrames (  
    const TfManager::_TfFrameId & frame_id,  
    const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr & msg, __Rest &&... rest ) [inline]

Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

Parameters

   frame_id : the frame to update
   msg : the velocity of the frame
   rest : the rest of the parameters in the variadic template

Definition at line 167 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.8  
template<typename... __Rest>  
void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::updateFrames (  
    const TfManager::_TfFrameId & frame_id,  
    const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr & msg,  
    const TimedPolicy<>::_Duration & dt, __Rest &&... rest ) [inline]

Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

Parameters

   frame_id : the frame to update
   msg : the velocity of the frame
   dt : the duration for which the given velocity was experienced
   rest : the rest of the parameters in the variadic template

Definition at line 180 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.3.9  
template<typename... __Rest>  
void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::updateFrames (  
    const TfManager::_Transform & transform, __Rest &&... rest ) [inline]

Update a set of frames (recursively) given a mixed variadic template.

Parameters

   transform : the transform containing the data used to update an existing transform in tf_manager_

Definition at line 189 of file tf_manager_policy.h.
28.87.3.10  void quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::updateFramesFromVelocity ( const std::initializer_list< TfManager::TfFrameId > & frame_ids, const _VelocityMsg::ConstPtr & msg, const TimedPolicy<>::Duration & dt )

[inline]

Update a set of frames (specified by id) given a velocity and duration.

Parameters

  frame_ids : the list of frames to update; { "frame_id1", "frame_id2", "frame_idN" }
  msg : the velocity message to use when calculating the change in position/orientation of the frames
  dt : the duration to integrate velocity over when calculating the change in position/orientation of the frames

Definition at line 241 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.4  Member Data Documentation

28.87.4.1  std::string quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::cmd_vel_topic_name_

The name of the topic on which velocity messages are being published.
We listen on this topic via our MultiSubscriber
Definition at line 78 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

28.87.4.2  bool quickdev::TfManagerPolicy::initialized_ [private]

Used to determine whether a policy has been initialized.

Note

  This variable needs to be manually set to "false" at construction

Definition at line 99 of file tf_manager_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

  * quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/tf_manager_policy.h

28.88  quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy Class Reference

Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicy.
#include <tf_tranceiver_policy.h>

Public Types

  * typedef std::string _TfFrameId
Public Member Functions

- **TfTranceiverPolicy & getInstance ()**
  
  *Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.*

- **template <class... __Args>
  
  TfTranceiverPolicy (__Args &&...args)**

  *Constructor declaration for TfTranceiverPolicy.*

- **void publishTransform (const tf::StampedTransform &transform, ros::Time frame_time)**

- **void publishTransform (const tf::StampedTransform &transform, const bool &fix_timestamp=true)**

- **void publishTransform (const tf::Transform &transform, const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id)**

- **void publishTransform (const tf::Transform &transform, const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &frame_time)**

- **tf::StampedTransform lookupTransform (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const ros::Time &from_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &to_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &fixed_frame_id, const double &wait_time=0.05, const bool &default_to_latest=true) const**

- **tf::StampedTransform lookupTransform (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const ros::Time &from_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &to_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &fixed_frame_id, const ros::Duration &wait_time, const bool &default_to_latest=true) const**

- **tf::StampedTransform lookupTransform (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const double &wait_time=0.05, const bool &default_to_latest=true) const**

- **tf::StampedTransform lookupTransform (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &frame_time, const double &wait_time=0.05, const bool &default_to_latest=true) const**

- **tf::StampedTransform lookupTransform (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &frame_time, const ros::Duration &wait_time, const bool &default_to_latest=true) const**

- **bool transformExists (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id) const**

- **bool transformExists (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &frame_time) const**

- **bool transformExists (const _TfFrameId &from_frame_id, const ros::Time &from_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &to_frame_id, const ros::Time &to_frame_time, const _TfFrameId &fixed_frame_id) const**

Static Public Member Functions

- **static const std::string name ()**

  *Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.*

Protected Attributes

- **tf::TransformBroadcaster tf_publisher_**

- **tf::TransformListener tf_listener_**
28.88.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for `TfTranceiverPolicy`. Specifically, we utilize the "private” policy namespace `TfTranceiverPolicy_types` and inherit from the policy adapter it references: `TfTranceiverPolicy_types::TfTranceiverPolicyAdapter`

Definition at line 50 of file `tf_tranceiver_policy.h`.

28.88.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.88.2.1 `template<class... __Args> quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy::TfTranceiverPolicy (__Args &&... args) [inline]

Constructor declaration for `TfTranceiverPolicy`.

Specifically, we utilize the "private” policy namespace `TfTranceiverPolicy_types` and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: `TfTranceiverPolicy_types::TfTranceiverPolicyAdapter`

Template Parameters

`__Args` the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

`args` the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via `__Args` is a `ros::NodeHandle` due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

`GenericPolicyAdapter()`

Note

the given `ros::NodeHandle` can be extracted via `getFirstChildOf<>()`:

```cpp
auto nh_rel = getFirstChildOf<ros::NodeHandle>( args... );
```

Definition at line 61 of file `tf_tranceiver_policy.h`.

28.88.3 Member Function Documentation

28.88.3.1 `TfTranceiverPolicy& quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy::getInstance ( ) [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent `TfTranceiverPolicy`

Returns

a reference to `TfTranceiverPolicy`

Definition at line 52 of file `tf_tranceiver_policy.h`.
28.88.3.2 static const std::string quickdev::TfTranceiverPolicy::name( ) [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"TfTranceiver"

Definition at line 52 of file tf_tranceiver_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/tf_tranceiver_policy.h

28.89 TfTranceiverPolicyNode Class Reference

Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNode.

#include <tf_tranceiver_policy.h>

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __Args>
  TfTranceiverPolicyNode (__Args &&...args)
  Constructor declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNode.

- void spinFirst()
  Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

- void spinOnce()
  Function usually used as a node's main loop.

Public Attributes

- ros::Time last_time_
- ros::Time now_

28.89.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNode. Specifically, we utilize the type _-
TfTranceiverPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and inherit the node adapter it aliases.

Definition at line 44 of file tf_tranceiver_policy.h.

28.89.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.89.2.1 template<class... __Args> TfTranceiverPolicyNode::TfTranceiverPolicyNode ( __Args
  &... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for TfTranceiverPolicyNode.
Specifically, we utilize the type \_TfTranceiverPolicyNodeAdapterType, declared earlier and call the constructor for the node adapter it aliases.

**Template Parameters**

\_\_Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

**Parameters**

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

**Note**

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via \_\_Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

**See also**

GenericPolicyAdapter()

**Note**

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

```cpp
auto nh\_rel = getFirstOfType\<ros::NodeHandle\>( args... )
```

Definition at line 50 of file tf\_tranceiver\_policy.h.

### 28.89.3 Member Function Documentation

#### 28.89.3.1 void TfTranceiverPolicyNode::spinFirst ( ) [inline]

Function usually used for node / policy initialization.

Called a single time post-construction but prior to the main loop by RunnablePolicy::spin()

**See also**

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 56 of file tf\_tranceiver\_policy.h.

#### 28.89.3.2 void TfTranceiverPolicyNode::spinOnce ( ) [inline]

Function usually used as a node’s main loop.

Called every cycle at an (ideally) fixed frequency by RunnablePolicy

**See also**

RunnablePolicy

Definition at line 69 of file tf\_tranceiver\_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev\_examples/include/quickdev\_examples/tf\_tranceiver\_policy.h
Class declaration for `TfTranceiverPolicyNodelet`. Specifically, `TfTranceiverPolicyNodelet` is simply a Nodelet wrapper around `TfTranceiverPolicyNode`.

Definition at line 39 of file `tf_tranceiver_policy.cpp`.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_examples/nodelets/tf_tranceiver_policy.cpp`

### 28.91 `quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__>` Class Template Reference

Class declaration for `TimedPolicy`.

```
#include <timed_policy.h>
```

**Public Types**

- `typedef ros::Time _Time`
- `typedef double _Duration`

**Public Member Functions**

- `TimedPolicy & getInstance ()`
  Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
- `template<class... __Args> TimedPolicy (__Args &&...args)`
  Constructor declaration for `TimedPolicy`.
- `template<class... __Args> void update (__Args &&...args)`
- `const _Time & now ()`
• const _Time & last ()
• const _Duration & dt ()

Static Public Member Functions

• static const std::string name ()
  
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Static Public Attributes

• static const bool HAS_UPDATE_ = true

Protected Attributes

• _Time last_time_
• _Time now_
• _Duration dt_

28.91.1 Detailed Description

template<unsigned int __Id__ = 0> class quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__>

Class declaration for TimedPolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace TimedPolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: TimedPolicy_types:: TimedPolicyAdapter

Definition at line 48 of file timed_policy.h.

28.91.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.91.2.1 template<unsigned int __Id__ = 0> template<class... __Args> quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__>::TimedPolicy ( __Args & &... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for TimedPolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace TimedPolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: TimedPolicy_types:: TimedPolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC
28.92 TYPE_DNE Struct Reference

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()

Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>(args...)

Definition at line 61 of file timed_policy.h.

28.91.3 Member Function Documentation

28.91.3.1 template<unsigned int __Id__ = 0> TimedPolicy& quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__>::getInstance() [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.
Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent TimedPolicy

Returns

a reference to TimedPolicy

Definition at line 50 of file timed_policy.h.

28.91.3.2 template<unsigned int __Id__ = 0> static const std::string quickdev::TimedPolicy<__Id__>::name() [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

"Timed"

Definition at line 50 of file timed_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/timed_policy.h

28.92 TYPE_DNE Struct Reference

28.92.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 54 of file type_utils.cpp.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

• quickdev_examples/nodes/type_utils.cpp
28.93 quickdev::TYPE_NOT_FOUND Struct Reference

Type designed to provide somewhat useful compiler output when using other type traits.
#include <type_utils.h>

28.93.1 Detailed Description

Type designed to provide somewhat useful compiler output when using other type traits. Specifically, when using getFristOfType, getMetaParam, or getMetaParamDef, this type will be returned when no statically-known matches are found.

Definition at line 73 of file type_utils.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/type_utils.h

28.94 unit::Unit< __Data > Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for unit::Unit< __Data >:

```
+------------------+
| unit::UnitBaseType |
+------------------+
    |                 |
    v                 v
+------------------+
| unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Data> |
+------------------+
    |                 |
    v                 v
+------------------+
| unit::UnitHelper<__Data, unit_traits<__Data>::is_numeric_> |
+------------------+
    |                 |
    v                 v
+------------------+
| unit::Unit<__Data> |
```

Public Types

- typedef UnitHelper<__Data, unit_traits<__Data>::is_numeric_> _Parent

Public Member Functions

- template<class... __ParentArgs> Unit(__ParentArgs&... parent_args)

28.94.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Data> class unit::Unit<__Data>
```

Definition at line 321 of file unit.h.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h
28.95  unit::unit_traits< __Unit > Struct Template Reference

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool is_numeric_ = is_numeric<__Unit>::value

28.95.1  Detailed Description

template<class __Unit> struct unit::unit_traits< __Unit >

Definition at line 146 of file unit.h.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

28.96  unit::UnitBase< __Data, __Storage > Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for unit::UnitBase< __Data, __Storage >:

```
unit::UnitBaseType

unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Storage>

unit::NumericUnit<__Data, __Storage>
```

Public Types

- typedef __Data _Data
- typedef __Storage _Storage
- typedef UnitBase<__Data, __Storage> _UnitBase

Public Member Functions

- UnitBase (const __Storage value)
- template<class __FromData , class __FromStorage > UnitBase (const UnitBase<__FromData, __FromStorage> &other_unit)
- _UnitBase & operator= (const __Storage &value)
- _UnitBase & operator= (const _UnitBase &other_unit)
- template<class __FromData , class __FromStorage > _UnitBase & operator= (const UnitBase<__FromData, __FromStorage> &other_unit)
- __Storage & value ()
- const __Storage & getValue () const
- operator __Storage ()
- operator __Storage () const
Protected Attributes

- `__Storage value_`

### 28.96.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Data, class __Storage> class unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Storage>
```

Definition at line 154 of file `unit.h`.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h`

### 28.97 `unit::UnitBaseType` Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for `unit::UnitBaseType`:

```
unit::UnitBaseType
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Storage>
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Data>
  unit::UnitBase<__Data, double>
  unit_traits<__Data>::is_numeric_
  unit::NumericUnit<__Data>
  unit::Unit<__Data>
  unit_traits<__Data>::is_numeric_
  unit::NumericUnit
  unit::Unit
```

### 28.97.1 Detailed Description

Definition at line 151 of file `unit.h`.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h`

### 28.98 `unit::UnitConverter<__FromData, __ToData, __ToStorage>` Struct Template Reference

### 28.98.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __FromData, class __ToData, class __ToStorage> struct unit::UnitConverter<__FromData, __ToData, __ToStorage>
```

Definition at line 131 of file `unit.h`.

The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:

- `quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h`
28.99  

unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__>  Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__>:

```
| unit::UnitBaseType
|   | unit::UnitBase<__Data, __Data> |
|   | | unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__> |
```

Public Types

- typedef UnitBase<__Data, __Data>_Parent
- typedef _Parent_Unit

Public Member Functions

- template<class...__ParentArgs>
  UnitHelper(__ParentArgs&&...parent_args)
- template<class__OtherData,typename std::enable_if<!boost::is_base_of<UnitBaseType,__OtherData>::value,int>::type=0>
  _Unit & operator=(const __OtherData &value)
- template<class__OtherData,typename std::enable_if<!boost::is_base_of<UnitBaseType,__OtherData>::value,int>::type=0>
  _Unit & operator=(const __OtherData &value)
- template<class__ToData,class__FromData>
  std::enable_if<!boost::is_base_of<UnitBaseType,__FromData>::value, __ToData>::type operatorCastHelper(const __FromData &value)
- template<class__ToData,class__FromData>
  std::enable_if<!boost::is_base_of<UnitBaseType,__FromData>::value, __ToData>::type operatorCastHelper(const __FromData &value)
- template<class__ToData>
  operator __ToData ()

Static Public Member Functions

- template<class__ToData>
  static std::enable_if<!boost::is_base_of<UnitBaseType,__ToData>::value, __ToData>::type get_first_basic_type ()

28.99.1  Detailed Description

template<class__Data, bool__IsNumeric__> class unit::UnitHelper<__Data, __IsNumeric__>

Definition at line 240 of file unit.h.

Generated on Mon Nov 28 2011 11:05:35 for quickdev by Doxygen
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

### 28.100  unit::UnitHelper< __Data, true > Class Template Reference

Inheritance diagram for unit::UnitHelper< __Data, true >:

```
+------------------------------------------+
| unit::UnitHelper< __Data, true >         |
| +----------------------------------------+
| |                                      |
| +----------------------------------------+
| | unit::UnitBase< __Data, double >       |
| +----------------------------------------+
| |                                      |
| +----------------------------------------+
| | unit::NumericUnit< __Data >            |
| +----------------------------------------+
| |                                      |
| +----------------------------------------+
| | unit::UnitHelper< __Data, true >       |
```

**Public Types**

- typedef NumericUnit< __Data > _Parent

**Public Member Functions**

- template<class... __ParentArgs>
  
  `UnitHelper (__ParentArgs &&...parent_args)`

### 28.100.1 Detailed Description

```
template<class __Data> class unit::UnitHelper< __Data, true >
```

Definition at line 306 of file unit.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

- quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/unit.h

### 28.101 quickdev::UpdateablePolicy Class Reference

Class declaration for UpdateablePolicy.

```
#include <updateable_policy.h>
```

**Public Member Functions**

- UpdateablePolicy & getInstance ()
Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

- template<class... __Args>
  UpdateablePolicy (__Args &&...args)
  Constructor declaration for UpdateablePolicy.

- template<class... __Args>
  void update (__Args &&...args)

Static Public Member Functions

- static const std::string name ()
  Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Static Public Attributes

- static const bool HAS_UPDATE_ = true

28.101.1 Detailed Description

Class declaration for UpdateablePolicy. Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace UpdateablePolicy_types and inherit from the policy adapter it references: UpdateablePolicy_types::UpdateablePolicyAdapter

Definition at line 46 of file updateable_policy.h.

28.101.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

28.101.2.1 template<class... __Args> quickdev::UpdateablePolicy::UpdateablePolicy (__Args &&... args ) [inline]

Constructor declaration for UpdateablePolicy.

Specifically, we utilize the "private" policy namespace UpdateablePolicy_types and call the constructor for the policy adapter it references: UpdateablePolicy_types::UpdateablePolicyAdapter

Template Parameters

__Args the variadic template of argument types to pass on to the parent policies.

Parameters

args the variadic template of arguments to pass on to the parent policies.

Note

in reality, the only argument passed through the constructor via __Args is a ros::NodeHandle due to unsupported features in GCC

See also

GenericPolicyAdapter()
Note

the given ros::NodeHandle can be extracted via getFirstOfType():

    auto nh_rel = getFirstOfType<ros::NodeHandle>( args... )

Definition at line 50 of file updateable_policy.h.

28.101.3 Member Function Documentation

28.101.3.1 UpdateablePolicy& quickdev::UpdateablePolicy::getInstance () [inline]

Auto-generated function to return a reference to this policy.

Used by child policies to get a reference to their parent UpdateablePolicy

Returns

    a reference to UpdateablePolicy

Definition at line 48 of file updateable_policy.h.

28.101.3.2 static const std::string quickdev::UpdateablePolicy::name () [inline, static]

Auto-generated function to return the name of this policy.

Returns

    "Updateable"

Definition at line 48 of file updateable_policy.h.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

    - quickdev_cpp/include/quickdev/updateable_policy.h
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